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LGWRC, The Deciduous Forest Biome, and, the Inte.rnational Biological 
Program 

A large portion of th~ activities of. l,GWRCili part of an integrated 

research program in the Deciduous Forest Biome -- an area of ecosystem 

analysis concerned with the biological and chemical investigation at land-

water interfaces -- as part of the Analysis of Ecosystems Program of the 

United States under the International Biological Program (lBP). The goals 

of IBP are to ensure the world-wide invelltigation of the biological basis of: 

1. organic production on the land, in frelllh waters and in the seas and the 

potentialities and uses. ,of ·new all well as exillting natural resources, ane 

2. human adaptability to changing conditions. 

IBP wishes to increalle and broaden man's inlligp,t of productivity in 

nature. This implies an understanding of.:the dynamics and, functioning of , 

the ecosystems into which natural processes are integrated. The first ex-

plicit goal of the Deciduous Forest Biome, therefore, is to assist in the 

development of and provide advanced syntheses of the knowledge of ecosys-

tem processes, the second is to derive from this knowledge a scientific 

basis for long,-term utilization of land and, water resources in ways that 

maintain or improv:e environmental, quality. 

The four divisions of the Biome program plan under IBP: terrestrial, 

land-water, aquatic and Biome-wide reflect the diversity of approaches to 

basic ecological investigations within this Biome. ,As the program developed 

recognition of particular strengths in trophic-dynamics research was noted 



at five major sites which were chosen to c!onduct th~, investigations for 
, 

I 

this Biome program. An Oak Ridge-UniverSity of Tennessee group (Oak 

Ridge National Laboratory. University of '!jennessee. Tennessee Valley Au-
, I 

thority) has a major facility for land-wate;1 interaction studies and a his-

tory of such research through studies of r~dioaCtive materials in terrestrial 
, 

and aquatic ecosystems. The Lake Georgei team (Rensselaer Polytechnic 
I 

Institute. SUNY-Albany. Cornell University) Siena College. State Department 

of Health) are particularly experienced in ~qUatic research. The Triangle 
I 

group (Duke University. University of NO;~ Carolina. North Carolina State 

University. Forest Service) has focused on I a single terrestrial level and 

process-primary production. The Lake Wifgra team (University of Wiscon

sin. U. S. Geological Survey.' State Depar~ent of Natural Resources. 

Purdue University) provides the potential f9r bringing expertise in aquatic 

trophic 
I 

research together with hyd,rology a1d soils studies in modeling an 

entire basin. This site provides a valuabl~ comparison with the Lake 
! 

George site for quantifying human inpacts or land-water relationships within 

drainage basins. Finally. the Coweeta sitel (University of Georgia, Forest 

I 

Service) represents particular strength in ~atershed research and affords 

comparison with the lime-rich basin of the loak Ridge site. As the pro-
, 

i 

gram continues to develop, areas of needed! research are being identified 
I 

and will be included, either as an addition t~ one of the site projects or by 
i
l 

inclusion of other sites and groups through !a Biome-wide studies network 

in the comprehensive program of the IBP. 
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FOREWORD 

The'state of our environment is of m~jor concern to people every

where in contrast to even a decade ago. ~here were then but a few voices 
I , 

attempting to direct our attention to the nefected and critical issues of en-
, 

vironmental despoliation. The listeners, tqo, were few in number. As 
I 

with other crises, man needed first to feell the overbearing pressures of 

the situation before he responded to· it. 
, 

Y1t, to those few voices, a clear 
, 

picture emerged of what had to be done in rrder to maintain and preserve 

a rich and natural heritage abundant in air'i clear water and unspoiled land 

for future generations. Instead, the qualit~ of these commodities was be-

! 

coming scarcer as a result of selfish levitl 

Evidence is accumulating which favors, a worthwhile quality of life that 

must seriously consider man's impact on the earth's resources. It is to 

this end that the activities of the Lake Geotge Water Research Center 
I 

(LGWRC) are addressed. In the true spiri~ of Rensselaer's motto "Knowl
I 

i 

edge and Thoroughness," a university-wide program was initiated to under-

stand the functioning of natural systems an~ the relationships of man with 
, 

these systems. The research proceeds and! is designed with the ever-pres-

, . 

ent thought that we dedicate our efforts to lj.nderstanding our natural systems 

and toward applying the results of these effcprts. in arresting or reversing 

their despoliation. 

, 

Our focal point is a lake system that ~ncorporates air, land and water 

problems and the socioeconomic and politic41 realities of life. It is our 
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intent to develop the knowledge and experience at Lake George. a relati.vely 

simple system, to a level that will allow the opportunity to address the 

more complex systems such as states or regions. We firmly believe it 

very difficult if not virtually impossible to understand complex systems un

less one is able to cope with simpler systems. 

The hope in this approach lies with the education of today's student. 

By appreciating the advantages of team research they will undoubtedly im

prove its performance over our present endeavors·. 

In this vein, one begins to visualize the debt of gratitude owed to 

those few voices who struggled to begin the work we sometimes jealously 

feel was ours alone; we can, however, have satisfaction in knowing that 

many others will follow and hopefully extend this work with increased empha 

sis and value. 
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"At one time in history, m depended upon, 
feared, respected and lived in harmony with 
the natural world. As time passed, however, 
it became apparent that he etained little of 
this relationship by wisely scarding his fear 
of Nature, while foolishly 1 sing his respect 
for her. Nevertheless, he assumed that he 
still existed harmoniously ·th her, and for 
her ·benefit. Yet, his contirued disregard 
for Na. ture eventu. ally bec.a!I evi .. dent, even 
to man, by carelessly utUiz·ng her solely as 
a means to advance his wh els of progress 
which has, indeed, resu1tedr~n the corruption 
of a large portion of his en~ronment. Thus, 
man challenged .Nature to a blind duel which 
no one could win. " 

~ The Editor 
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INTRODUCTION 

Critical situations in the availability of fresh water for its many 

widespread uses have appeared in certain locations throughout the nation. 

Unlike the marine' environment, clean fresh waters are economical 

sources sustaining vast national needs. Numerous lakes and 'streams 

have become so fouled with domestic and industrial wastes that they are 
, 

virtually useless as sources of pure or retreational water. As the popu-

lation of this country continues to rise, the need for water supplies is 

becoming increasingly evident. There has' been no major change in the 

availability of this resource,' nor is there 'expected to be. In fact, the 

amount of clean fresh water continues to decline. It, has become ever 

more obvious 'that the 'pollution of our waterways has reached an increas-

ingly acute stage. However,' there still exist many unanilwered questions 

and several unrecognized· issues regarding the pollution process and the 

ways by which man can arrest and subsequently reverse it. 

Ready and economical supplies of clean water are no longer available 

for many urban areas and some of these areas are already faced with, the 

task of finding new and expensive water sources. Cities transected by 

large rivers find these streams so fouled with wastes as to be severely 

limited, in their usefulness. It is clear that with an increasing population 

and a fixed amount of fresh water, an understanding of the pollution pro-

cess is an urgent first step in the solution of water quality problems. 

Degradation of our water routes has many other effects aside from 
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reducing the quality of our water to a lej,el unfit for Inan's use. It 

can daInage or eliIninate desirable aquat~b and terrestrial wildlife, foster 
I 

undesirable plant and aniInal growth, fa~r developInent of hUInan and 

i 

aniInal pests, provide a reservoir for pafhogenic organiSIn8 and generate 

I, 

putrid water unusable for any purpose. ,Today, everyone has becoIne 
I 

Inore and Inore aware of and concerned ~th ,the alleviation of pollution. 

Full realization of the iInpact of pollutio I on the population and on indus-

trial growth, along with increasing diffic lty of waste disposal and water 

treatInent has brought Inore people into i tiInate contact with the prob

leIns of water degradation aS80d~ted' wi~ Inunicipal, industrial and agri-
, 

cultural wastes. 'There is increasing aw~reness that the abateInent of 

pollution will decrease the danger of disel~se; produce better potable water; 

attract new and environInentally responsi~le industries to cOInInunities; 

increase property values; provide Inore rl~creation in th~ forIn of fishing, 
I 

boating, hunting and swimming; and supplies of known and poten-

tial. food products. 

It is extreInely iInportant to note th~t the very fundamental scientific 

and technical data necessary for complet~ understanding of water supply 

! 

and pollution problems have not yet been ideveloped. ,This technological 
! ' 

base is needed in order that there can b~ a more comprehensive under-

standing of the alternatives that are avail~ble to man for correcting the 

problems associated with our water sUPpl~es. once such a base is estab

lished, the econoInic and sociopolitical i~plications can be factored into 
, 
, 

the selection process and the proble~s p~aguing water resources can be 
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acted upon (Figure 1). 

The completed studies and the ongoing research program of LGWRC , 

provide a firm foundation upon which to build; solutions to many of the na-

tion's water resource problems can be sought in a minimum amount of time 

by using the Lake George study as a sprin~board from which refined mathe

matical models can be developed and applied to all fresh w,ater bodies with 

a minimum of delay. 

The fully operational models will be ~sed to evaluate the proportion-

ate abundance and effect of diatoms, nutrients, etc. from the past or to 
I 

forecast potential results and associated consequence,s as a function of the 
, . ,\ i, -;. " 

nature of the ecosystem. This will be done by the computer applying the 

model constructed from Lake George to the specific body of water under 

study. The successful completion of this task by the computer depends upon 

the integrity of the Lake George model. The situation is being created, 

therefore, to allow alterations, revisions and progressive improvements in 

the model at any time to accomodate any fresh water system and to obtain 

useful recommendations for the management of that system. 
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"It was not the intention of Nature during 
her growth and maturation to injure, maim 
or destroy herself. Instead, she apparent
ly subjects herself to modifications, some
ti~es violent, which subs~quent1y prove to 
be advantageous to all of her inhabitants 
while progressively enriching her own de
fenses.· " 

- The Editor 
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DEVELOPMENT AND . HISTORY OF THE 
i 

fLAKE GEORGE BASIN 
I 

The uniqueness of Lake George is 1ttribu~able, in part, to its geo-
I " 

logic origin. Over three and one-half b4lion years ago rock assemblages 

, I 

known as the Pre~Grenville were formed.' These and other aggregate 

formaHonssubsequently experienc~d viOl:~t activities and movements by a 

series of shiftings in the earth's crust. ITh~S~ p~ocesses, combined 

with molten matt~r intrusions, ~ompacted'i the or~ginal sediment and pro

duced a contact type metamorphism as WJll as plutonic rocks. These 

rocks compose most of the high ranges 4d form the major portion of 

the rock mass in the Lake George area. :. Millions of years of weathering. 
I 
, ' 
, . 

regional subsidence and incursion of a ae, finally submerged the lower 

elevations. Sediments w~re deposited alO~g these sections only to wear 
, 

, • I 
" I 

away at a later date. Today these depos~ts are found principally along 

! 

the southern section of Lake George basin:. 

Additional crustal disturbances ~n th~ area continued to dislodge and 

deform the old mountain masses.' Faultinlg produced two large depres-
I 

i 

sions occurring as a long slender rift nor~h of the Narrows and what is 

currently known as Northwest Bay. ';hes~ two depressions were occupied 

. . I· 
by river.s and separated by a low divide. I, One of these rivers flowed 

" 

north into Lake Champlai~ and the other ~urged south into the Hudson 
, I 

Valley. 
, 

Time passed. unr~~or~ed until the 'ar~i~al of the Glacial period some 
I , 
, . 

one million years ago. A huge blanket of! ice arising from the Labrador 

1 



area covered all of. New' Engia.nd and molt of New York State. When 

the ice masses began retreating and melting, the debris imprisoned 

within the ice was distributed throughout the area. Evidence of these 

deposits are found tOday between Pilot. Knob and French Mountains and 

also west of Rogers Slide. These two masses were instrumental in 

the birth of Lake George by blocking the channels of the two pre-glacial 

streams and impounding the waters to fill both basins. The low divide 

that had separated the two rivers was covered with water, thus connect

ing the two basins and forming the Narrows. The waters found a new 

escape channel at the lowest point in the newly tormed basin west of Mt. 

Defiance, known today as the natural dam. 

Once the ice had retreated from this area, vegetation appeared and 

spread rapidly throughout the Adirondack region. Centuries later, even 

before the discovery of America and the colonization of the New World 

by the "white man," Lake George was part of a natural trail and the 

site of numerous Indian conflicts. In the early nineteenth century, the 

region began to develop its tourist trade due to an unsuitability for agri

culture and industry and its proximity to urban centers. Most of all, 

however, it was Lake George itself and the natural scenes of exq,uisite 

beauty which resulted in the basin's growth into a re,sort area. 

During the latter part of the previous century, mining operations 

in this area produced a representative supply of the nation's high-grade 

graphite and some irqn ore. These exploitations ceased in the early 
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1920's due to unfavorable market conditions. The Lake George basin 

also had a prosperous logging industry which is currently the only major 

business (Ticonderoga paper mill) found within the basin. 

The reso:rt aspects of the area were further enhanced by the open

ing of the Adirondack Northway in 1967. This has greatly decreased the 

distance and travel time to Lake George. Most people. that migrate into 

the basin during the sununer Season congregate at the southern end of 

the lake. In the last few years. efforts have been made to promote year 

round activities (e. g .• skiing. snowmobiling) in the lake basin area. The 

number and type of accommodation facilities have also, increased during 

the past twenty years, but have been geographically contained due to the 

basin's terrain. 
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"An extensive study of the Inumerous factors 
involved with environmen~t systems in and 
around freshwater lakes h s been .initiate. d 
at LGWRC. This progra was instituted in 
1961 as a means to investigate and control 
the increased biological, c~emical and social 
problems associated with' 0rerfertilization of 
water routeS via man's wa te discharges. 
A coordinated interdiscipli ry effort by a: 
group of Rensselaer resea ch engineers and 
scientists has been inaugur ted at th~ Center 
to more comprehensively e amine. the com
plex' interactions occurring in an aquatic en
vironment, using a systerrut approach. Thus, 
one of the primary object~~es of LGWRC 
is to develop mathematical I models from col
lected data which can be u~ed to predict the 
impact of man's activities lin the water envi
ronment. Such a model; vJ.hen completed. 
can j)e adapted to fit the cJnditions peculiar 
to any body of standing or !running water." 

- The Editor 

The Lake George Water Re~earch Center Newsletter 
Vol. I, No. I, February, ~ 911 
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SCIENTIFIC CONCEPTS AND HISTORICAL ACCOUN7: OF LGWRC 

Scientific and Conceptual History 

Eutrophication is the process by which a lake matures via nutrient 

enrichment, algal growth and oxygen depri,vation.· This process is rein-

forced and its rate inc,reased by man's activities. The principal factor 

enhancing eutrophication is the discharge of treated and untreated waste. 

Eutrophication .occurs most rapidly where human population densities are 

highest thus causing a maximum amount o£ nutrient enrichment. The 

nutrients responsible for this process of lake maturation (and death) arise 

from various sources. Nature supplies some' of her own. Man fosters 

and accelerates this process by introducing additional enrichment, especially 

from human excrement. Most .sewage treatment facilities are incapable 

of removing these nutrients. Although' extended treatment of these wastes 

can be devised to remove .more .components from wastewater than now , . 

occurs, the degree to which this must be done and which components 

are most important for removal is still relatively unknown. 

With a deep concern for the future health of our waters, Rensselaer 

Polytechnic Institute .embarked on a comprehensive investigation of the 

eutrophication phenomenon. The underlying concept of this program is 

the in-depth study of the biological, chemical and phySical interactions in 

freshwater and the development of mathematical models from scientific 

data which depict the "real world" in sufficient detail to allow computer 

calculations of future conditions that would result from certain increased 

human activities. This approach will also provide information regarding 
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the means necessary for the prevention of !subsequent water degradation 

and allow its. maintenance at a pre-determljned level of quality. The pre-
i 

liminary studies were launched four years lago at LGWRC, which is 

located at the northern end of the lake. ~e Cente.r is used as a base of 

operations for this critical investigation. 

, 

I 

of a research endeavor 

order that they may be 

The basic units for in-

vestigation are complete drainage basins inl which both terrestrial and 

, 

aquatic studies can be undertaken and the ip,teractions between land and 

water elucidated. 
I. 

Lake George, a large oligotrophic ,st~atified soft water lake repre
I 
I 

Bents an ideal site for extensive study of ar aquatic· ecosystem. Initial 

studies that have been conducted using this' Ii body of water have allowed 

scientific data to be generated. and this i~~ormation is being utilized to 

develop the previously mentioned mathemat~cal models. These models, 
i 

once completed. will be adapted to ultimatJly fit any body of standing or 

running water. 

Rensselaer and LGWRC 

Rensselaer's commitment to innovatiop. in technological education is 

traditional. In 1968 The American Society i for Engineering Education pub-

1 
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lished a report entitled the Goals for Engineering Education Report. The 

key recommendations of this report had 'been formally adopted as policy 

by Rensselaer's engineering school in 1963, three years before the goals 

study had actually begun. 

The evolution of education at Rensselaer to date has taken place 

under the influence of a rational feed-back system involving the univer
? 

sity and other technical institutions, the practitioner, industry, govern-

ment and the professions. The increasingly rapid rate of change generated 

by this system in combination with such factors as the escalating growth 

of the world's population have created a critical situation which cannot 

tolerate the long time-constant of the orderly eV,olution of the past. 

Students who will be the engineers and scientists of the Zlst century are 

faced with a whole new set of problems resulting from the interactions 

of ,the enormously complex man-made world of the ZOth century with the 

systems of nature on which it depenci.s. These are the "software" prob-

lems of humanity arising from the. very technology which has been so 

successfully developed. 

Our contemporary problems, by their' broad nature and heavy in-

volvement of the human factor, constitute a new role for the application 

of technology. Rensselaer intends to maintain its major role in engineer-

ing and science education by bringing additional innovation. and relevance 

into its academic programs so that Us graduates' will be prepared to meet 

the challenges facing society, governmertt and industry. 

One example of this commitment is Rensselaer'S leadership in estab-
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lishing LGWRC four years ago. The uni1ersity has the strong related 

I 

academic programs and research capabilifes to focus on the important 

ecological area of freshwater research. trhe problems inherent in this 
! 

area of research are discussed in this refort. 

When these strengths are considere1 in the aggregate, Rensselaer 

with its uniformly strong Engineering and 'I Science schools, its pertinent 

Humanities and Social Sciences programs" its experience with interdisci-

plinary programs, its depth of personnel '/vith the necessary scientific and 

technical expertise and its commitments tt ",:ater resources improvement 
! 

is in a unique position to develop and ma~age LGWRC. 

Lake George Today 

Lake George has a drainage basin o~, 234 square miles, 44 square 

miles of which comprise the lake surface '",rea. The lake is divided into a 

southern and northern basin. Investigatiotls. during the past few years have 

demonstrated that the southern basin receii/les pollutional inputs at a far 

faster rate than the northern basih, produ~ing an observed gradient in de

gree of primary productivity between the t\.vo basins. Heterogeneity in 

terms of biological productivity is a refle~tion of the land use pattern by 

man throughout the drainage basin. In ob~erving the basin, the southern 
, 

end of Lake George has a wintertime popuiation of approximately 4, 000 

people. This increases to 40,000 people ib the summer months and it is 
, 

estimated' that wi thin 20 years this number! will nearly double. While many 
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of the facilities such as restaurants, motels and family dwellings are in 

sewered areas, a large portion remains which employ' 0 septic tanks for 

waste disposal. The wastes which are discharged tOf ewers are treated 

in a central pollution control facility and the effluent is discharged to the 

ground via sand beds. Best estimates indicate that the wastewater dis

charged to the ground eventually reaches the lake. 

Some small communities are located at the northern end of Lake 

George. Most of the drainage basin in this part of the lake, however, is 

covered with forest. These woodlands are characterized by mixed northern 

hardwoods with sprQce and fir in the upper elevations and red pine in the 

lowlands. The work at LGWRC has indicated that the productivity of waters 

in North Lake George is considerably less than in South Lake George with 

the exception of those areas directly surrounding stream discharges which 

drain these small c,?mm.unities. Thus, the influence of man's usage within 

the drainage basin is very markedly noted by this increased productivity. 

Although there is a minimum of agriculture within the drainage basin, 

there are certain locations in which the effects from animal farms and stor

age can be noted since these facilities are found within small watersheds 

that drain into the lake. The use of fertilizers on lawns and cultivated 

areas in the watershed contribute to alterations in the aquatic ecosystem. 

Lake George, therefore, offers a system wherein a variety of land usages 

can be studied in terms of their effects on the land and the lake. More

over, efforts have been directed toward determimng the origin as well as 
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the current· e~vironmental and recreationall effects which outboard engine 
, 

emissions, mercury, DDT and their deriv+tive compounds have on life in 

aquatic environments. These conditions ~at exist within the Lake George 

drainage basin are. obviously valuable char~cteristics to be understood in 

assessing man's influence on whole landsc~pes. 

The Modeling Approach 

The characteristics and dynamics· of r lake can be represented, in 

simple form, mathematically. Thismatheratical modeling serves both 

as a rigorous description of the lake and 1s a means for symbolic experi

mentation. By varying certain components 'I of the model. such as sewage 

treatment, in a computer simulation, it is IPossiQle to forecast and criti

cally evaluate the environmental impact of i~ wide variety of management 

decisions. 

One of the guiding principles of LGW*C is that all research should 

contribute to a comprehensive mathematica~ model of a lake ecosystem. 

Lake George lends itself well til this type ~f study -- in fact it can be 

thought of as a very convenient natural lab~ratory. Its long. narrow shape. 

with its population concentration at the sout'" end and sparse settlement to 

the north has resulted in rather well define~ biological and water-quality 
I 

gradients. These widely differing leve.1s ofl environmental effects permit 

the formulation and testing of models for 4any different aspects of the eco

system. 

The Lake George model was preparedi by subdividing the lake into 
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relatively homogeneous water, masses or ,"cells." This was accomplished 

with information from reconnais,ance studies of organic . detritus and diatom 

death assemblage distribution" in the bottomseliiments and by periodic 

testing of algae and, nutrients at various sl1'mpling stations. The ecosystem 

within each cell is a complex system comprising numerous organisms and 

several potentially important environmental factors. This complexity has 

been reduced into a conceptual form. Figure 3" representing an abstraction 

of the real world. The principal intrinsic variables (e. g., biomass and 

chemicals) have been partitioned into compartments such as nutrient pools. 

The relationships among the compartments are dependent on the values of 

variables within the compartment and on extrinsic variables such as tem-

perature and light intensity. 
, , I • 

Each of the compartments can be, and some 

have been, considered as a sub-system which is studied on its own merits. 

The complexity of the conceptual model is noteworthy in that it demon-

strates the many facets of the system which interact to affect water quality, 

both directly and indirectly. The model has been simplified, at times, in 

accordance 'withthe immediate objectives and resources. In fact, a reason-

able operating principle is to construct a model as simple as possible while 

maintaining its integrity as an abstraction of the real world. After mathe-

matical functions were derived for ~elation8hips among the intrinsic and 

, .." ' ," ' . " . . -, 

extrinsic variables ln the model, and random components were added to 

mimic the real world's' uncertainty, the next step in model development was 

to express the model in computer, logic. This has allowed experimentation 
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on a computer which simulates potential situations in the real world. As 

the simulation model becomes more operational and complete" it is peri

odically validated with an entirely new set of input data to compare pre

dicted with observed values, This permits the evaluation of past effects 

of man .on his environments and will enable the. research investigators to 

derive a management model to forecast th,e .future consequences. 
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11 'Throughout history, he (~an) has developed 
'technology' which represents th~ multiplication of his 
natural powers and productivi'ty lnd 'society' which ' 
has developed organized living p tterns that have im
proved his efficiency in managin his affairs and im
proved the quality of life. ' 

'It is interesting to, note tht't technology has some 
direct interactions with socie'tya d vice-versa and that, 
both through technology and soci ty, nature's support 
system is being poisoned. Thislwhole complicated sys
tem of interactions is being refetred to in present day 
parlance as 'Ecology.' .... Mo~eover, individual lec
turers and writers have frequent~y treated the individual 
problem areas of environmental ~ollution, urban trans
portation' etc., as well as freshl water systems and 
oceanography as studies of ecolo$Y. ' , 

'The all important question is 'Wlho is going to solve 
these problems that threaten to ~each a crisis stage 
in a frighteningly short time?'" I 

, 

Arthur Af Burr, Dean 
School ofl Engineerin'g 
Renssela1r Polytechnic Institute 

The Renslselaer Review 
Vol. 7,' tlio. 2, June 1970 
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LGWRC: PROGRESS 

LGWRC has experienced growth in several areas of research and 

physical development. The research program associated with the investi-

gation 0.£ pollution 'processes has advanced, during the last few years to 

encompass many avenues of environmental research and physical growth. 

Among these occurring or planned for investigation at the Center and 

described on the following pages are: 

I 

Order of Research Topics, by Title, 

1. Lake George Ecosystem Modeling 

2. Environmental 'Quality Perception at Lakes of Different Trophic States 

3. Hydrologic Study of Lake George 

4. Ambient Air Sampling at Lake George 

5. Diatoms as Environmental Indicators ill-' Lake George 

6. Changes in the 'Diatom Populations of Lake George 

7. Diatom Population Changes in Recent Sediments 

8. Nutrient Kinetics for Algal Productivity in the Lake George Ecosystem 

9. Effect of Organic Fractions on Algal Growth 

10, Nutrient Study at Lake George 

11. Organic Sedimentation in Lake Geor ge 

12. Oil Pollution From Two-Cycle Outboard Engines 

13. The Effects of Outboard Motorboat Emissions on a Controlled Aquatic 
Environment 

14. Oil Pollution From Outboard Motorboats at Lake George 
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15. 

16. 

17. 

18. 

19. 

20. 

The Interaction of Outboard Motor Oit and Inorganic Sediments 

Microbial Decomposition Activity in I}ake George 
I 

Chlorinated Hydrocarbon Pesticide Rtidues in Lake George Sediments 

A :Stu~y of the .Effects of Polychlorin1ted Biphenyls on Carbon Dioxide 
FlXatlon CapaClty of Fr'ellh Water Al~ae ' 

The Natural Contributions of Mercuryi to the Environment, 

". I 

Metal Ion Complexing in Lake Waters, 

21. Comparison of Thin Film Evaporationl and Freeze Drying Mefhods of 
Concentration of Organics in Water 

22. Physical-Chemical Treatment of Septif Tank Effluent 

23. Physkal-CheIllical Treatment of Wastrwater From a Resort Community, 
Huletts Landing (Lake George)' ", ' 

24. A Model for Population Recreational !jluality Interactions of a 1!'resh 
Water Site 

Lake CeorgeEcosystem Modeling ,I 

Ecosystems, d~fined as the' total arr4y of interacting physical arid 

cheln1cal 'factors and' organismS (including ~an), are best understood when 

modeled usingasystems~analyticai approa.~h.' Based on this approach, the 

Lake George study is utilizing 'nume'rous mpdels' or simplifications of the 

"real world;" these help :to' 'formalize idelial concerning 'the 'ecosystem and, 
, 

when sufficiently well developed, can be us~dfor purposes of forecasting 
, 

the consequences of various management P1licies (including doing nothing). 

Major ecosystem models are being d~veloped which correspond to all 

the p'rincipal studies in' progress at Lake Qeorge. These models serve to 

relate the findings of "each specific project ito the 'understanding of the total 
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ecosystem. Without this conceptual and functional framework it would be 

virtually impossible to synthesize the information gained from such di-
. I . 

verse studies. By representing the logical and mathematicai components 

of this complex ecosystem in computer logic, it is possible to test hypoth-

eses as to how ij).e ecosystem functions and eVen ,to experiment with the 

symbolic ecosystem - whereas experimentllftion with the actual ecosystem 

is clearly not feasible. 

The modeling consists of a series of models, representing succes-

sive levels of abstraction. The first step is to develop a conceptual model 

which identifies the major components of the part of the ecosystem being 

studied. The present conceptual model for the entire natural ecosystem 

consists of fifty-eight components (Figure 4); it represents a combination 

of several more specific conceptual model~ which were developed in close 

cooperation with the other .Lake George i~vestigators., The conceptual 

model is useful in determining pdorities £~r, ip.dividual studies and for co-

ordinated data collection; all Lake George studies are periodically e,v",luated 

in terms of their contribution to the ov.erall model. 

An important responsibility" of the'modeling team is to advise on 

sampling procedures and statistical analys,!,s. This team is alllo invplved 

in creating data files and in developing an,iniormatij)n system which can 

access these files in ,the computer and. can procesS them according to the 

needs of the investigators. The system is ,quite flexible and has th,e capa-

bility of being accessed from remote term1-nals using regular telephone 
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connections. Thus. colleagues on other campuses and at scientific instal

lations. such as Oak Ridge National Laboratory. can actively participate 

in the study. 

Even before data were available from Lake George. several computer 

siInulation Inodels had been developed in order to utilize inforInation froIn 

studies .. reported ,in the literature. These m.odels are now being evaluated 

by using Lake George data and comparing predicted and observed effeCts. 

By developing various prelim.ina'ry simulation models during the early phases 

of the overall study. other investigator's were given additional insights into 

the ecosystem. For example. uSing a very crude simulation model (Figure 

5 l. it was possible to identify the need .for' studies of the larger algae. 

which apparently are active in taking up the nutrients from sewage effluent. 

With data from the Lake George sampling program and. from concom

itant laboratory studies, 'functional models are now being developed of bio

logical. physical and chemical procE)sses and are being incorporated into 

detailed computer simulation models for fuirther evaluation and refinement. 

Models such as the phytoplankton rr,todel. which yield realistic results and 

thus appear to be valid representations of ,the "r.eal world" are being ana

lyzed in detail in order to determine how sensitive they are to various eco

system changes. includingman-indticed ef{C,cts. The inirnediate .goal is to 

combine a number of these models so that forecasting.of future consequences 

can begin and thus apply the knowledge gained from all the associated stud

ies in developing guidelines for environmental quality. 
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Drs. Richard A. Park and John Wilkinson along with graduate stu-

dents Robert Kohberger and Irving Hwang, both of whom are doctoral can-, 

didates at Re~sselaer, are carrying out these studies. These investigations 

are partially supp'orted by Union Carbide ~orporation - NuClear Division 

(IBP), Office of Water Resource'li ResE!arch - United States Department ·of 

the InterioJ.", and· the, New York State Science and Technology Foundation. 

, 
Environmental Quality Perception at Lakes of DiffeJ."ent Trophic States 

I 

Research has been undertaken at several lakes in New York State in 

order to be,tter understand both man's influence on the environment and the 

, ,. 
environment's influence on man. The. fundamental approach employed:in 

this research is that of obtaining questionnaire information from all types 

of users in these unique lake environments'. The table below, indicates the 

types of forms developed and the groups to whom they are directed. 

For., this research, each lake was ca'refully selected due to its remark 

ably unique features as a lake ecosystem. The lakes chosen for initial stU( 

and their relative sample spacing' are indicated in Figure 6. The primary 

criteria used in selecting these .lakes.weJ."e .. thattl;!.ey must be relatively iden 

tifiable as possessing the following characteristics: a trophic state of defi-

nite character such as eutrophy or oligotrophy. so that water qualitycondi-

tions as defined by trophic state are generally applicable. to .the,whole body 

of water; equivalent size to its comparator lake; and. a definite characteris 

tic as being primarily' ';{' ~e'~~~';"ti.~;';'i' lake. 
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During the summer of 1970, the questionnaires underwent field test-

ing and extensive revision. The revised forms were then utilized through-

out the remainde:r, of the summer, with returns numbering over two thou-

sand. The bulk of the returns were from Lake George, where our program 

for C;omplete study of a lake ecosystem is centered. 

, In each lake the water quality was spot checked at the public or pri-

vate beach areas where the majority of the forms (Form A) were distribu-

ted. The water quality measurements Included several parameters ranging 

from pH to algal count and species identification, among others. These 

and other data substantiate the trophic nature of these lakes. 

" 
The questionnaire forms possess identical sets of questions relating 

to water quality and environmental quality perception in addition to other 

specific form related information. The questionnaire data are presently 

being structured for identifying relationships between water quality and other . ' . 

environmental factors and their relationship to the respondent. In order to 

thorou,ghly analyze the data, it is being computerized. Preparations are 

underway for manual processing in order to indicate how the data should be 

discriminated on a first iteration basis. 

It is anticipated that when the data are computerized. they will be ava 

able for processing by an array of compu~er techniques. Of particular ap-
, , 

plication will be several descriptive rnu1ti~ariate' analytical techniques which 

have been used quite extensively in other environmental studies at Rensse-

laer. These techniques include cluster analYSiS, which will allow us to 
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--------_._ .. 

THE QUESTIONNAIRE PACKAGE 

GROUP INTENDED & FORM TYPE SPECIFIC COVERAGE OBTAINED 

RECREATIONISTS, FORM A INCLUDES PRIMARY, SECONDARY AND TERTIARY CONTACT 
CATEGORIES SUCH AS SWIMMERS AND BOATERS THROUGH 
SIGHTSEERS. BOTH PRIVATE AND PUBLIC RECREATION 
SITES ON EACH LAKE WERE CANVASSED. 

COTTAGE & HOMEOWNERS, FORM B INCLUDES SEASONAL AND PERMANENT RECREATIONISTS WHO 
OWN OR RENT THESE FACILITIES. SPECIFIC INFORMATION 
ON WATER SUPPLY, WASTE DISPOSAL FACILITIES, USE OF 
FERTILIZERS,ETC. IS ALSO OBTAINED. 

HOTEL-MOTEL, LODGING COMMERCE INCLUDES OWNERS OR MANAGERS OF- COMMERCIAL LODGING 
FORM C - FACILITIES. SPECIFIc INFORMATION ON FACILITIES, 

IMPORTANCE OF WATER QUALITY TO BUSINESS, AND UNIQUE 
QUESTIONS TO THIS TYPE OF COMMERCE IS OBTAINED. 

- - ---

NON - LODGING COMMERCE , FORM D INCLUDESOWNEas-OR---w.NAGERS-uF COMMERCIAL NON- LODGING 
FACILITIES AND COVERS A BROAD RANGE OF COMMERCE SUCH 
AS RESTAURANTS, AMUSEMENT PARKS. DRUG STORES. GAS 
STATIONS .. TOURIST SHOPS, ETC. 

MARINAS,· FORM E 

FI SHERMEN, FORM F 

BOATING ADDENDUM, -FORM G 

INCLUDES SPECIFIC INFORMATION ON FACILITIES AND 
SERVICES PROVIDED, GAS AND OIL SALES. AND THE LIKE. 

INCLUDES ALL TYPES OF RECREATIONISTS WHO FISH AND COVERS 
BOTH THE SERIOUS AND THE CASUAL TYPE OF FISHERMAN. 

THIS IS ATTACHED TO THE A AND THEB FORMS AND IS ALSO· 
USED SEPARATELY. IT DEALS WITH SPECIFICS CONCERNING 
BOATING USAGE, RECREATIONIST EVALUATION OF BUOY SYSTEMS. 
ZONING PROBLEMS, BOAT LAUNCHING SITES, WASTE DISPOSAL 
PRACTICES AND THE LIKE. 



classify recurrent groups of responses (R-mode) and groups of respon

dents (Q-mode). Ordination will also be performed to give some idea 

as to gradient relationships among respondents using either subjectively

picked endpoint respondents, such as a typical recreationist at an oligo

trophic lake and one at a eutrophic lake, or objectively-picked respondents 

as endpoints. Once classes of respondents' are, established, discriminant 

function analysis can be used to predict' the characteristics of additional 

recreationists, homeowners, etc. 

In addition, data from each individua(lake basin will be analyzed in 

an aerial-basis using tre'nd-surface, response surface and regression ~nal

ysis. This will be tied into a locational grid network compatible with 

water quality and other available data within each lake basin. With this 

approach, component trends within and between each lake basin can then 

be differentiated. 

This research will subsequently be extended to further complement 

the present data bank. Additional, research is presently underway to 

strengthen the data bank in order that all types of users on each lake sys

tem are represented and to insure representative geographic coverage. It 

is anticipated that this logical extension will create a general use data bank 

for many researchers concerned with quality aspects of lake environments. 

Through research of this nature a practical guide can be provided for 

wise management and utilization of these unique lake environments. The 

questionnaires serve as an excellent source for community environmental 

feedback, and this useful information can be relayed to the respective lake 
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associations, and agencies whose goal it i8 ,~o protect and enhance the qual

ity of these lake environments. 

,Mr. K. J:ack Kooyoomjian. currently!a doctoral candid.a,te in an in

terdisciplinaryprogram at Rensselaer, is ~onducting this research under 
, .. '-, ' ' ~ , 

the supervision of Dr. Nicholas L. Clesce~i. Par,tialsupport for this work 
! 

was from the National De£el}se Education 4\Ft (Title n). the National Science 

Foundation and the New York State Science I and Technology Foundation. 

Hydrologic Study of Lake George 

A hydrologic study of Lake George ha,s been done during the past two 

years. Data obtained from this stud.y is b~ingy.tjllzed ,to bett,er understand 

the hydrologic cycle of Lake George and delvelop a modelfo,r the hydro-

logic cycle of lake basins. Results are al.o being employed by c:>ther stud

ies On Lake George llresently underway. the overall basin model will be 

used for better management and planning o£ water resources and the en-

vironment. 

Although it is s,till in the develoPmental stage. a model for the hy

drology of the basin is opera,tional. The I1f'0nthly water budget and water 

balance of the basin are produced by the nj.0del. Average precipitation over 

the basin and the lake are determined by *e Thiesse,n Polygon Method: 

Evapotranspirational),d lake evaporation ar~ determined by the Thornthwaite 

Method. This does not consider energy, st\)rage and. advected, energy from 

the lake. 
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Runoff into the lake is determined' from 'runoff coefficients which 

have been estimated from the discharge of the major stream flowing into 

the lake. The lake level is then predicted using the hydrologic equation. 

These predicted values are then compared with measured lake levels to 

evaluate the results of the model. 

In its present form, the model (Figure 7) tends to show a loss of 

water from the watershed of' about two inches. 

Preliminary results show the following: 

Average Annual Precipitation 

Evapotranspiration 

Runoff into Lake 

Lake Evaporation 

Lake Discharge 

Inches over 
Watershed 

35. 5 

23. 1 

14.4 

Inches over 
Lake 

36.2 

62.4 

24.3 

77.4 

Further development of the model is underway utilizing more detailed 

measurements within the basin. These will yield a better understanding of 

the interrelationships of the components of the hydrologic cycle. 
, 

Mr. Emiiio Colon, a doctoral candidate at Rensselaer, conducted this 

research under Dr. Nicholas L. Clesceri's supervision. This study was 

partially supported by Union Carbide Corporation - Nuclear Division (IBP) 

and the Economic Development Administration of the 'Commonwealth of 

Puerto Rico. 
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Ambient Air Sampling at Lake George 

In order to determine the extent of certain air pollutants in the Lake 

George basin, a preliminary investigation was carried out during the Sum-

mers of 1969 and 1970. Analytical observations at the Rensselaer Poly-

technic Institute campus in Troy, New York and at Lake George, New York 

are tabulated below. 

Description 

SOz 

Benzo(a)pyrene* 

Ozone** 

Condensation 
Nuclei 

Date 

1969 
1970 

1969 
1970 

1969 
1970 

1970 

1970 

* From 24-hour sampling 

Observed Concentration Range 
RPI Campus Lake George 

3.4 - 8.3 ug/m3 

1. 0 - 3. 3 ug/m3 

0.76 ug/m3 

0.013 - O.OZ ppm 

0.28 - 25.6 ug/m3 
0.1 - 8.7 ug/m3 

0.023 - 0.508 ug/m3 
0.005 - 0.052 ug/m3 

--------"--

o - 12 pphm 

From a few hundred to 
several~housand with 
peaks .J i40,OOO particles 
per cm3 

** Instantaneous observation 

The results of these two limited sampling programs show the presence 

of several common atmospheric P911ut~nts . in the air above the Lake George 

basin. This is not unexpected since most of these, with the exception of 
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benzo(a)pyrene. can have natural origins. Sulfur dioxide concentrations 

are in tbe "low" range. The sulfate lev1ls. especially in 1969. a.re high 

for a rural area; however. the proximity lof the Ticonderoga paper plant 

is probably reflected in tbese data. Ozon~ underwent a typical diurnal vari 

ation. generally rising to a level of 2-4 pphm. However, there were 
I 

several notable peaks in the 9-12 pphm r~nge on certain days. This con-
• I 

ceivably reflects substantial photochemical activity (eitber natural. or man-

made). Similarly. tbe condensation nucle~ count tended to reach a maxi-

mum during tbe day and show low readin~s during tbe morning or evening. 

Some parallelism was apparent between o$one levels and condensation nu-

clei, but tbe data were insufficient for a ~efinitive correlation. 

Subjective visibility observations (ha~y, clear, cloudy; etc.) did not 

correlate well with any of the measured J:jollutants. 

Dr. E. Altwicker was supervisor ofi this research program which was 

partially supported by the New York State: Science and ·Technology Founda-

tion. 

Diatoms as Environmental Indicators in L~ke George 

Numerous investigators have noted that diatoms, a common form of 

freshwater algae, are useful as general· dnvironmental indicators. One 

difficulty in working witb diatoms is tbat the composition of a diatom as-

semblage may change significantly over· sl:).ort periods of time in response 

to changes in environmental factions such I as temperature and nutrient con-
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centration, thus negating some of their usefulness. In this study, diatom 

frustules preserved in the surface layer of bottom sediments are utilized 

as environmental indicators. This approach is advantageous because the 

diatom assemblages in the sediments represent a time-averaged and depth

averaged picture of the dynamic algal community. 

Over 120 sediment samples were taken on a systematic grid over 

Lake George at one mile intervals parallel to the axis of the lake and at 

one-half mile intervals across the lake. These samples indicate a signi

ficant amount of heterogeneity of the diatom assemblages, and this hetero

geneity compares· favorably with differences in human population density 

around the lake and, to a lesser degree, with differences in bathymetry 

and biological factors such as rooted aquatic plants. 

These findings are based on rigorous quantitative analyses. Slides 

were made from each sediment sample and were counted by integral scans 

at a magnification of lOOOX until 300 to 500 diatom valves were identified 

to genus. The data were then analyzed for ecologic trends and patterns. 

First, trend surface analysis, a form of polynomial regression analysis, 

was used to determine regional and local trends of each genus over the 

lake area. The genus Synedra showed a relative decrease in abundance 

from south to north, while the genus Cyclotella showed a relative increase 

in abundance from south to north. Other genera showed similar regional 

trends. These trends coincide wi.th a decrease in. human population density 

from south to north and seem to reflect a gradient of nutrient enrichment 
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of the lake; Water quality samples fron). the same systematic grid are 

presently being analyzed to determine thEi validity of this interpretation. 

Cluster analysis was used to classi\fy genera into groups (biofacies) 

with similar distributions and samples in:to groups (biotopes) with similar 

generic compositions. The biotopes cO!i:ltespondquite well with observed 

lake environments. One biotope contail)e~ samples taken offshore from 

areas of dense human habitation; another' biotope included samples from 

the deep-water areas of the sparsely inhlilbited north basin. 

Ordination was. used to ,examine the! gradational relationships among 

both samples and biotopes. The ordinatirn model indicated that depth of 

water and nutrient enrichment were the tWo most influential environmental 

factors affecting the compositions of the Irarious samples and biotopes. 

By observing the positions of the biotope~ in the. ordination model, it was 
! 

possible to assign "nutrient enrichment v~ues" to them. . This information 

was then plotted on a map of Lake Georgie (Figure 8) to demonstrate the 

various levels of predicted nutrient enriclunent. 

By plotting the values for the indivi~ual genera in the ordination mod-

el, it was possible to determine how an ~nvironmental factor affected a 

specific genus. From the ordination m04el it was apparent that the genus 

Cyclotella, (C. operculata, C. comta, C' I kutzingiana, and C. meneghiniana) 

was dominant in deep-water samples of l<i>wer nutrient enrichment. Pre-

vious work on this genus is in agreement', indicatLng that Cyc10tella is a 

common planktonic form of oligotrophic llilkes. 
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In conclusion, quantitative analysis qf diatom assemblages from sedi

ment samples is an objective method 'for determining relative water quality 

and other environmental factors, with sui~able resolution for pollution abate-

ment studies and water resource managezr),ent. 

'Mr. Jay Bloomfield, a master's canfiidate at Rensselaer, is conduct-

ing this research under the supervision of! Dr. Richard A. Park. This 

work was partially supported by the New York State Science and Technology 

Foundation. 

Changes in the Diatom Populations of Lak* George 

Diatoms are a group of unicellular aI~gae characterized by a cell wall 
! 

made of silica and a very sensitive specie:s response to environmental con-

ditions. As the environmental conditions ~n a water system such as Lake 

George change during a year and througholiLt the years, both naturally and 
I 

as a result of man's influence, the numbe:ts and types of diatom species 

in the water system will show a change wlHch can be related to the environ
I 

mental changes taking place. In this proj,ct the diatom species comprising 
I 

the diatom population in the plankton (free floating organisms) and in the 

periphyton (organisms growing on submerg~d surfaces) are being periodically 

characterized and enumerated in various p;!l.rts of Lake George. The general 

environmental conditions in which these di~tom populations occur are also 

being characterized in these same location. through measurements of water 
I 

temperature, light penetration and importa"t nutrients needed by algae. The 
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diatom. ,populations in the sediments ranging back hundreds of years in 

time. are also being chal'acterized to determine what long terJn changes, 

if any, have taken. place. 

The characterization and enumeration of the' diatompopulati()nli in 

plankton and periphyton samples taken at various times during the fall, 

winter, spring, and· summer. over the last three and one-half years have 

• 
generally revealed a norJnal seasonal diat()m succession occurring through-

out most of the lake, with the species being typical of those expected in a 

large cold mountain lake experiencing extensive recreational usage. Table 

I lists the main species found. The southern ballin, which has the greatest 

recreational use and population, appears to be more fertile than the north-

ern basin. The water clarity, as measured by Secchi disk and an underwatE 

photometer, is considerably less in the southern basin at Lake George than 

in North Lake George and there is a greater prevalence of sub-dominant 

diatom species previously associated with fertile environments. Both the 

plankton and periphyton diatom measurements suggest that there is a dis-

cernable trend towards increased fertility in the lake even during this brief 

investigation period. These measurements coupled with the analysis of dia-

tom populations in the recent sediments suggest that the long term rate of 

change is most pronounced in the previously less fertile north basin and 

that in time the lake will be more uniformly enriched as it was uniformly 

infertile hundreds of years ago. Significant short ,term changes appear to 

be occurring in the southern most sampling location as well. At this loca-
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TABLE I 

PRINCIPAL* DIATOM SPECIES INI LAKE GEORGE 
PLANKTON AND PERIPHYTON SAMPLES 

Plankton and Periphyton 

Achnanthes rninutissirna Kutz 

Asterionella forrnosa Hassal 

Cyciotella operculata Ag. 

Cyciotella meneghiniana Kutz 

Fragilaria crotonensis Kitton 

Fragilaria capucina 
Desmazieres 

Melosira granulata (Ehr) 
Ralfs 

Melosira varians Ag. 

Stephanodiscus niagarae (Ehr) 

Synedra tenera (W. Smith) 

Synedra ulna (Nitzch) 

Tabellaria flocculosa (Roth) 
Kuetzing 

Tabellaria fenestrata (Lyngbye) 
Kuetzing 

Peri~hyton 

Arnphipleu~a pellucida 
Kutz 

Coconeis p~acentula 
(Ehr) 

Cocconeis vediculus (Ehr) 

. Diatoma tetue v. . elon
gatum Ag. rdh 

I 

Diatoma vu}gare Bory 

Elinotia ard,us (Ehr) 

I 
Eunotia ma~or (W. Smith) 

Gomphonem~ acuminatum 
(Ehr) , 

Meridion circulare (Grev.) 
Ag. 

RhizoSOlenij eriensis 
H. L. Sm th 

Plankton 

Nitzschia palea 
Kutz 

* Species making up 5% or more of the total diatoms in one or more of 
the samples obtained at sampling location ;#1. 

(The most southerly location sampled.) 
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tion, the June-July, 1970 data indicate. a shift in the diatom species to a 

very pollution (organic) tolerant form followed by a drastic reduction in 

the number of diatoms, while the other stations showed a normal ,pattern. 

Low. oxygen levels (2-4 ppm) are also noted in the deep stratified waters 

of this location at the end of the summer. 

The environmental measurements provided typical concentrations of 

the important nutrients as IIhown below in Table U; Two exceptions, how-

ever, were the high ammonia concentrations and, zinc concentrations. 

TABLE U 

APPROXIMATE AVERAGE* NUTRIENT CONCENTRATION 
LAKE GEORGE 

1. Total Soluble Organic Carbon (Non-volatile) 
2. Ammonia - Nitrogen 
3. Nitrate - Nitrogen 
4. Total Soluble Phosphorus 
5. Calcium 
6. Sulfate - Sulfur 
7. Silicon 
8. Iron 
9. Manganese 

10. Cobalt 
11. Copper 
12. Zinc 
13. Molybdenum 
14. Dissolved Oxygen 
15. Vanadium 

2 mg/L C 
100 ug/L N 

10 ug/L N 
5 ug/L P 

10 mg/L Ca 
15 mg/L S04 

263 ug/L Si 
35. ug/L Fe 

2 ug/L Mn 
5 ug/L Co 
3 ug/L Cu 

600 ug/L Zn 
<10 ug/L Mo 
7.5 mg/L 02 
<10 ug/L V 

* Nutrient concentrations averaged for depth, location and time 

In the case of high ammonia and proportionately low nitrate levels, 

analysis of the precipitation and incoming streams indicated that the am-

monia"comes into the lake from both precipitation and streams. It is very 
I 

unusual that the ammonia remains and is not rapidly converted to nitrate 
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in the highly oxygenated lake waters. It; appears that there is a lac\<: of, 

or an inhibition of, nitrifying bacteria ~n, Lake. George since the ammonia 

is still found in samples stored a week qr longer. The high zinc con-

centration frequently occurring in Lake qeorge is not completely under-

stood. There is a large fluctuation in ... ~nc levels with zinc dropping to 

very low. levels in the spring following ~e spring diatom puls,e. The zinc 

is consistently higher in the northern pa~t of the lake and is also high 

during the same period in a small uninh~bited lake adjacent to the northern 

part of Lake George. This uninhabited llake also shows the high ammonia 

levels indicating the same phenomenon is! occurring in both water systems. 

A regression analysis of the diatonl- and environmental data has thus 

far shown that most of the periphyton di~toms demonstrate a strong direct 

relationship to the concentration of ammQnia in the lake and essentially no 
, 

relationship to the phosphate levels. Th~ growth of the princip~l plankton 

diatom - Asterionella formosa appears tq be limited at times by the silica 

concentration in the lake water. 

There have been numerous indicati<)ns over the past decade or two 

that significant biological changes appare\ltly due to an increase in fertility 

were taking place in Lake George with tlj.e greater change noted in the 

southern part of the lake. This investigl1tion of diatom changes and related 

environmental conditions has to date sho~n that significant biological 

changes are, indeed, taking place as me/>.sured by the principal algal group 

- the diatom. The southern end of the ~ake, for example, appears to be 
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experiencing a shift in algal populations and lowered oxygen levelS similar 

to that seen in Lake Erie and other eutrophic lakes, while the previously 

infertile north portion of the lake is becoming more fertile. 

When this project is completed and the data analyzed, it is antici

pated that the major factors, natural or man induced, produCing these 

changes will be quantitized making it possible for corrective action to be 

taken to retard subsequent biological change. 

This study was conducted by Mr. Sherman L. Williams, a doctoral 

candidate at Rensselaer, under the supervision of Dr. Nicholas L. Clesceri. 

Partial· support for this project came from the· Office of Water Resources 

Research - United States ·Department of the Interior. 

Diatom Population Changes in Recent Sediments 

The primary purpose of this study is to determine the post-glacial 

history of Lake George. This will be done by examining the changes in 

diatom assemblages with time, as represented by depth within the bottom 

sediments. In this way both natural trends toward nutrient enrichment in 

the lake and the influence of man during the past 200 years in accelerating 

these trends can be determined. The interpretation of past lake environ-

ments is based on knowledge of the present-day ecology of diatoms; this 

information has been obtained from the scientific literature and from a co

operative study on "Diatoms As Environmental Indicators in Lake George, 

New York." 
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Ten cores have beell taken: two in ~he northern ba,sin, one in the 

Narrows, and seven in the southern baSin.! These were obtained by Scuba 

divers inserting a plastic tube as far as possible into the sediment; an ex
I 

pansion plug in the top maintained suction as the tube was removed from 

the bottom. A core from near Tea Island! in the southern part of the lake. 

taken at a depth of 75 feet (25m), is the l;ongest and is being analyzed in-

tensively. It penetrated into 76 cm of se<i.iment composed of 18 cm of 

organic ooze at the top and the remainder a gray organic-rich clay. Ma-
I 

terial from 25 cm and 75 cm was sent ou~ for radiocarbon dating. ,but, to 
I 

date, no information has been obtained on ,ages of this material. 
, I, 

The core 

was sampled at one centimeter intervals, Fd at least 400 diatom frustules 

were counted and identified for each samp~e. Three other cores from less 

populous areas of the southern basin were also sampled to determine if 

there were differences in nutrient ,enrichm~nt hist9ries. , 

Cluster analysis was used to classif~ both the diatom species and the 
. . ·1 

samples. The principal core was found tq contain 8 clusters of samples 
I 

with similar diatom assemblages; these represent a succession of environ-

ments of differing water depths and levels, of nutrient enrichment. The 

diatom species also clustered into groups, representing similar ecologic re-

sponses. 

Ordination was used to determine gr4dational relationships among 

samples. The percentages of various diatpms and, groups of diatoms wj.th 

known ecologic tolerances were plotted in the ordination model in order to 
I 
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interpret the gradients. Ordination was also run on all the core samples 

plus 75 samples from the surface sediment over the entire lake. In this 

way it was possible to determine depth and nutrient gradients from the 

surface samples. 

The planktonic species were moderately abundant in the lower part 

of the core, but were replaced by benthic forms in the middle section. 

The upper part again shows an increase in planktonic forms, with a steady 

increase to the surface. The centric diatoms follow a similar trend. This 

indicates a change in water depth and/or clarity, because benthic diatoms 
\ 

dominate in shallow water areas that receive ab.undant sunlight. Several 

species of pennate diatoms that are known to indicate highly enriched waters 

first appear in the upper 10 cm of the core and increase in abundance 

toward the surface . 

. The preliminary conclusion is that Lake George has progressed from 

a nutrient-poor condition t.o a slightly nutrient-enriched condition, then back 

to a nutrient-poor condition followe.d by a significant change to a more en-

riched state. The influence of man in changing the water quality at Lake 

George is quite apparent. 

This work is being conducted by Mr. Anthony Del Prete, a doctoral 

candidate at Rensselaer, under the supervision of Dr. Richard A. Park. 

Partial support for this project comes fro~ the Office of Water Resources 

Research - United States Department of the Interior and the New York State 

Science and Technology Foundation. 
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Nutrient· Kinetics for Algal Productivity ill the Lake George Ecosystem 

This investigation has as its objective the identification of kinetic re-

lationships between natural algae populatidns in the lake and their uptake 

of various nutrients. By describing relatj.onships, between nutrient concen-

tratioris and algal growth rates, the modelers can formulate the necessary 

transfer coefficients for chemicals from the nutrient pool to phytoplankton 

mass. Thus, the results of this project j.,re providing an integral input into 

the primary production section of the ove~all ecosystem model. Additionally 

this investigation is attempting to determijle which nutrient(s) is limiting 

\ 
aquatic primary production in the Lake GE/orge ecosystem, or if, in this 

case, there is indeed one limiting nutrien~. 

To date, experiments have been des~gned primarily to define algal 

growth response to enrichment with variOl~s concentrations of several nu-

trients, (N, P, 5i,Fe, Ca, Mg, and trade metals). Photosynthetic growth 

rates are being measured by uptake of the radioactive 14C isotope. Radio-

active counting is accomplished wi.th a Be¢kman LS 133 liquid scintillation 

counter. 

Throughout this work experiments hawe been done to determine the ef-

fects of various concentrations of nutrient' enrichment on the growth rate of 

the algae (expressed as carbon uptake). Although a few preliminary conclu
! 

sions may be drawn from these experime~ts, much additional experimenta-

tion is needed to form definite conclusions! with respect to nutrient uptake 

kinetics in Lake George. The data obtained suggest a peak in growth rate 
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corresponding to phosphorus enriclunent at a level of approximately 0.5 

urn/I. Enriclunent above this level generally. seems to have no growth 

stimulating effect. The results of nitrogen or silica enrichment are more 

difficult to determine at this time with additional experiments being re-

qui red. The data seem to indicate that some test experiments must be 

performed in order to more critically monitor the available methodology 

and its replicability. Also, the magnitude of error caused by dissolved 

organic l4C in the filtrate must be determined. 

Experiments to date have been designed primarily to determine if a 
\ 

definite relationship similar to the MichaeliS-Menton model for bacteria 

exists between algal growth rate and available nutrient concentrations. 

The data obtained are not conclusive in this respect, with the exception of 

the peak in algal growth rate at the aforem.entionedphosphate enrichment 

level. . Experirnentsto determine the reliability of the methods employed 

are being conducted. 

This work is being carried out by Mr. Albert. C. Gray, a doctoral 

candidate at Rensselaer, under the supervision of Dr. Nicholas L. Clesceri. 

This work is partially supported by the· New York State Science and Tech-

nology Foundation and Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute. 

Effect of Organic Fractions on Algal Growth 

The purpose of this investigation is to determine what dissolved or-

ganic fractions or class of dissolved organic fractions in effluents from 

domestic waste treatment plants are of primary influence in algal stimula-
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tion. 

Eutrophication of natural waters has I generally been associated with 

increased aquatic plant production, To s9me, eutrophication is caused by 

increases in nitrogen and/or phosphorus cpntent of lakes; others associ-

ate algal blooms with increase~ COa supp~y as a result .of bacterial oxida-

tion of organic matter; while certain inye~tigators relate. eutrophication to 

the addition of organic matter (i. e., as a~cessory growth factors). Con-

siderable work has been done in an attem~t to compile evidence which 

would support the first two. cases. Howe vie r, very little data have been 

. I 
generated toward determining which organic compounds in treated waste-

water effluents have a function in eutrophication. Previously collected 

data indicated that marked and statistically significant increases in growth 
I 

rate were obtained for Selenastrum capricrrnutum cultures to which three 

I 

separate wastewater fractions (obtained frQm gel chromatography of waste-
i 

water effluent) had been added. These inclreased growth rates, expressed 

as KlO , ranged from 0.50 for fraction G-~5 I (apparent molecular weight 
1 

1000) to 0.7Z for fraction G-50 I (apparen~ molecular weight >-30,000). If 

specific organic fractions are found to be Istimulatory to algae, steps will 

be taken to remove these materials from treated effluents. 

Two water pollution control facilities, have been selected for investi-

gation, these being the Lake George (N. Y. ') wastewater treatnient plant and 
I , .. 

the Clifton Knolls (N. Y. ) sewage treatmen~ plant. . The former employs 

the trickling filter process and the latter Uses contact stabilization for treat-
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ing the sewage which in both cases is primarily dorn.estic waste. 

Concentrated effluent without fractio:llation bas also been fed to algae 

and it has been observed that Selenastrurn. capricornuturn.and' Microcystis 

ae,ruginosa are, in fact, stimulated, whereas Anabaena flosaquae fails to 

respond to this substrate. These observations are prelirn.inary and' InUst 

be verified with additional' experimentation. ' 

Mr. Dev Sachdev, a doctoral candidate at Rensselaer, is conducting 

this investigation under the supervision of Dr. Nicholas L. Clesceri. This 

study is being partially supported by the Water, Quality Office .. Environ-
\ 

mental Protection Agency. 

Nutrient Study at Lake George 

Quantifying the relationship between the supply of nutrients and bio-

logical productivity in Lake Geor,ge is, an endeavor shared by a numbe,r of 

investigators at LGWRC., In the present study, the emphasis is placed on 

the flow of nutrients through the Lake George ecosystem. The approach 

in this study is entirely chemical with a strong relationship to the, hydro-

logical processes occurring in the Lake George basin. The atudy is en-

tirely compatible and necessary to the work involved with the biological pro-

ceases in the lake. 

In evaluating the flow of nutrients, the important phases of the study 

are nutrient sources to and within the bas~, the, sll,aUal distribution in the 

lake and the seasonal variation of both source and distribution. This eval-" - . 

uation is critical in describing the changes that can be anticipated in water 
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quality, in locating point sources or pro:cesses damaging to, or otherwise 

influencing, water quality and in estimat!ing the effect of man's activity on 

the Lake George basin. 

To gather the necessary data for this study, there are three princi-

pal areas ..of concern. The first is preClipitation on the Lake George basin, 

since this is the ultimate source of lake, water. Recognizing the fact that 

precipitation is only one form of fall-out on the basin, three Wang auto-

matic precipitation samplers are being placed around the basin. These 

samplers are capable of differentiating wet versus dry fall (or dust fall), 
\ 

as opposed to total collectors which are constantly open to all types of fall-

out. Six of the latter are in place in the basin to supplement the Wangs. 

Dust fall can be an important indicator of industrial polluti,on from smoke-

stacks in the area. 

The second area of study is streamflow which reflects the interaction 

of precipitation with the terrestrial porUon of the Lake George basin. Re-

ceiving the precipitation by either,perco~ation or overland flow, the runoff 

integrates the processes of assimilation, sorption, leaching and dissolution 

as well as simple transport. Much of the basin is forested so that the nu-

trient input from natural sources can be contrasted with farmland and urban 

areas, although the latter are not substaintial at Lake George. 

Approximately half of the total drainage basin area is being gauged 

and stream samples collected by the ga~ging statio'ns. It is essential to 

have streamflow data if any meaning is to be given stream chemistry since 
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only the nutrient load from each stream i~ of use to this study. 

Stream samples are collected on an, approximately weekly basis 

throughout the year. Two important peri~ds of, study for both stream and 

lake chemistry are the early spring when i streamflow is highest from snow

melt and high rates of precipitation" and ~n late "summer when the streams 

are at base flow and reflect the groundwa~er contribution. Coincidental to 

both periods is the minimum lake population (the year round inhabitation) 

during maximum runoff and the maximum,lake populations (the summer re-

sort population) during base flows. Thesei sampling periods thus afford a 

\ 
vital contrast in terms of nutrient inputs into the lake. 

The third and ultimate area of studYi is in the lake itself. Here, nu-

trient input is supplemented by nutrient rEigeneration through the processes 
, 

of biological decomposition and" remineraliization. Additionally, some nu-

trients are released from the lake sedime/'lts by leaching, or from organ-

isms by excretion. Whatever the source, i, the nutrients are constantly being 

recycled through assimilation. 

The lake is to be sampled by two allproaches. In one, ,a network of 

five stations located along the north-south: axis of the lake, near mid-lake, 

will be regularly sampled at three-week i~tervals. In the other, transects 

of the lake at various locations will be ru)'l. to determine nutrient gradients 

from inshore to mid-lake. The inshore ppints of the transects will be 10-

cated by the stream stations whenever thl, is possible. The lake outlet is 

to be sampled also at three-week interval. so ,that an estimate of the quan-
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tity of nutrients leaving the basin can be made. 

Analyses that can be run in tile field include temperature, dissolved 

oxygen, pH and light penetration. 'the nutrient study, however, centers 

around the carbon,nitrogen and phospho~us species present. Soluble 

componentllin the water samples are determi~ed by passage through an 

0.45 u membrane filter. 

, 
The carbon cycle is to be delineated by a number of analyses. pH 

and alkalinity together indicate the amount of COZ present, while the alka-

Unity alone indicates the amount of carbonates. Total carbon (nonfiltered) 

\ ' , 

and total soluble carbon (filtered) are determined by oxidizing' all organic 

material in a furnace and' measuring the resultant COZ in a nondispersive 

infrared cell. Inorganic carbon is determined in the same manner, except 

that the samples are first acidified and nitrogen purged. The reduction in 

carbon measured re,presents the inorganic carbon originally present. In ad-

dition to these analyses, soluble orga.nic carbon ,will be fractionated on gel 

columns to characterize the types, of compounds present, as well as to indi-

cate the influence of source and biological processes. The fractionation will 

not be J,>erformed, routinely, but on a sampling 'schedule of sufficient fre-

quency to follow changes occurring in the Lake George ecosystem over the 

course of a year. 

Nitrogen analyses are all colorimetric, with ammonia being deter-

mined by Ne~lIderizati6n, and nitrates by diazotization (following reduction 

on a copper-cadmium column). Organic nitrogen is measured uSing the 

Kjeldahl procedure with Nesslerization of the distillate. 
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Phosphol."us analyses will centel."altound the ol."thophosphate detel."-

mination since this is the accepted available fOl."m fol." biological assimila-

tion. Because of the vel."y Jow concentl."ations in Lake Geol."ge, the molyb-

date procedure incorporates an extractionl step to incl."ease sensitivity. 

Total phosphorus is also measured by a. molybdate pl."ocedul."e after con-

version to orthophosphate by acid digestiCln. 
I . 

Other nutrients and water quality pli\rameters will be determined in-

eluding calcium, magnesium, sodium, potassium, sulfate and silica. Mi-

cronutrients to be run include cobalt, cOIlper, iron, manganese and zinc. 
\ 

All of the metals will be measured by atCilmic absorption spectrophotometry 
I 

(with the micronutrients concentrated by txtraction). The sulfate will be 

determined turbidimetrically and the silica, by a molybdate method. 

Generally, lake and stream samples: involve nearly all of the analyses 
I 

mentioned, at least .on an intermittent bal$is. Precipitation samples, how
I 

ever, are limited in volume so that the analyses in turn are limited to 

determinations of total C, Nand J? plus pH. 
I 

The nutrient study presents a broad, picture of the chemistry of the 

Lake George basin with the aim of delineating some of its dynamics. The 

data' to be collected will largely reflect the biological activity in the lake 
I 

both as it affects the nutrient concentratiqns and as it is affected by them. 
! 

In turn, the biological activity can then bi associated with nutrient sources 

which this study will also attempt to iden~fy. The inputs from this study 

are thus fundamental to any attempt to mtdel the Lake George ecosystem. 
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Dr. Donald Aulenbach ,and Shigeru :Kobayashi are responsible for 

, these studies. Their investigations are pa,rtially supported by Union 

CarJ>ide Corporation - Nuclear Division (lBP), the New York State Science 

and Technology FoundatioIl, and Rensselaer, Polytechnic Institute. 

Organic Sedimentation in Lake George 

Two types of sediment floor the lake: relict glacial sediment and 

modern sediment. The relict sediment includes varved glacial lake clays 

with iron-manganese nodules and sandy sediments derived from moraines, 

drumlins or deltas. It is \inferred that most of the lake is underlain by 

glacial lake clays; however, these clays have become concealed beneath a 

cover of modern organic-rich silty clay. Active currents have kept ex-

posed the glacial lake clays in the NarJ,'ows between the north and south 
, , ' 

Lake George basins for at least 3,300 years. The bottom sediments of 

most of the lake consist of organic-rich silty clays. Tree bark, spore 

capsules, leaves and needles compose much of the structural organic matter 

of the' nearshore bottom sediments. This organic material enters the lake, 
", 

mostly in the fall, as part of the annual crop of organic material contribu-

ted by the vegetation in the drainage basin. In the deeper parts of the lake 

structural organic matter cannot be identified with certainty because of ad-

vanced decomposition. However, the organic matter content of the bottom 

sediments of the southern basin by and large ex'ceeds that of the northern 

lake basin. This increase in organic matter correlates with increasing 

phytoplankton productivity in the southern basin. Increasing phytoplankton 
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I 
productivity relates to man's impact on th;e waters of the southern basin. 

I . 

Since the history of a lake is recorqed in its sediments, this project 

provides insight into the response of Lake, George to the influence of man's 

activities on its water quality. This infoI'mation is being used to recon

I 
struct the lake's history in model form wi!lich will undergo periodic assess·-

ment and refinement. 

Drs. G. Friedman and Manfred Schoettle conducted this work with 

partial support coming from the New Yor~ State Science and Technology 

Foundation and Union Car~ide Corporation - Nuclear Division (IBP). 

Oil Pollution From Two-Cycle Outboard E~gineS 

A. reconnaissance study has been ma'lle to determine the extent of 

pollution which results from the operation ,of two-cycle outboard engines. 

Comparisons have been made of engineop<llration with an<i without a pollu-

tion control device attached. Studies havel also been made of the bio-

degradability of the fuel and exhaust produpts. 

Tests made in a swimming tank with I an untuned engine have shown 

that the quantity of fuel wasted as exhaust varied from about 7 percent of 

the volume of fuel used at high speeds, to,. over 30 percent at low speeds . 

. For a recently tuned engine the quantity of), fuel discharged ranged from 

about 3 percent at high speeds to about 26, percent at low speeds. When 

the Goggi pollution control device was inst.ned, these quantities were 

intercepted and collected rather than disch.rged with the exhaust. 

Analyses at various depths indicated that nearly all products separated 
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from the water in a short time and collected on the surface. Very little 

dissolved or emulsified oil was· noted. Various analytical techniq1,les were 

studied. 

It appears that both fuel and exhaust products are capable of s~p-

porting microbial growth. Growth rates, however, appe.ar to be. limited 

by available oxygen. 

Dr. William W. Shuster is responsible for this research. F'artial 

support for this work is from the Water Quality. Office - Environmental 

Protection Agency (Program Number l5020ENN). 

The Effects of Outboard Motorboat Emissions on a Controlled Aquatic. 
Environment 

.. 
The purpose of this project was to analyze the effects of outboard 

motorboat engine emissions on a controlled aquatic environment. A 33 hp 

Evinrude outboard engine was ·set up in a 4' deep, 18' diameter pool and 

analyses were made on the surface oil concentration, the dissolved organic 

material at different depths and the dissolved inorganic material at dif-

ferent depths. The measurements covered a wide range of motor speeds 

and running times. 

The· surface oil concentrations were highest ·during the period when 

the motor was run at idling speed. The surface oil concentrations result-

ingfrom the use of speeds greater than idling speed appeared to be rela-

tively equal for equal running times and were much lower ·than the idling 

speed concentrations at whiCh they were measured. Furthermore, the 
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inorganic dissolved carbon concentrations "rppeared to increase tQ a cer

, I 
tain concentration specific to each speed s~udied and level off after con-

tinuing use at that specific speed. In genf1ral, the leveling off point was 

higher at the higher speeds and occurred ~ithin one hour of running time. 

The concentration of dissolved organij: carbon did not change signifi-

cantly and it has ,been concluded that there: are no dissolvable organics 

given off by outboard motors. In addition,: there, did not appear to be any 

significant relationship between carbon conc)entration and depth (below the 

surface) for this experimental configuration. 
\ 

The data gathered provide a realistic I picture regarding the extent 

and quality of outboard engine emissions ullon a small, body of relatively 

stable water. Although it may not be used strictly quantitatively, due to 

the nature of the "controlled environment" p.nd the variety of motorboat en-

gines'in use, the study is a firm base for 'the analysis of the effect of 

emissions on small bays, inlets or lakes. ,The results indicate that there 

is a slight increase in the inorganic carbon, content of the water with boat 

usage, without a corresponding increase in, dissolved organics. The surface 

oil concentration results may be uS,ed by rllcreationists to find a correla-

tion between the amount of oil actually given off by outboard engines and 

the amount found covering the surface of the water in a bay or marina. 

Another important result of this project wa~ the development of an accurate 

and relatively simple method for the measulrement of surface oil concentra-

tions. 
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Mr. David Clark, a master's candidate at Rensselaer, conducted this 

investigation under the direction of Dr. William W. Shuster. Partial sup

port for this work came from Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute. 

Oil Pollution From Outboard Motorboats at Lake George 

This study is' part of a continuing"program at Rensselael' to deter

mine the ,various aspects of fuel spillage from two-cycle outboard engines. 

Preliminary investigations found that significant amounts of oil are dis

charged from these engines and that the oil remains primarily at the water 

surface. 

Most outboard engines currently in use are of tj:te Day two-cycle 

crankcase scavenger type. Lubricating oil is mixed with the fuel and in

jected directly into the engine with the gasoline. Condensation occurs on 

the inside waH of the crankcase and flows to the bottoln of the crankcase. 

If this oil were not removed', operation of the engine would be prevented by 

oil filling the crankcase. The normal way of removing the condensate is 

to silnply let it spill into the wate~ through a pressure valve. 

There have not been many studies of the effects of relatively low

level, chronic or seasonal oil pollution. It has been reported that tainting 

of fish flesh occurred at fuel use rates of 8 gallons of fuel per miliion gal

lons of water per year or . 17' gallons of fuel per million gaJlons of water 

per day. It was found that the threshold odor' number of water increased 

.5-1. 5 units for each gallon of fuel us'ed per million gallons ot water. 

Possible harmful effects include interference with oxygen transfer,' disturb-
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ance of the water surface habitat, an incrrase in the oxygen demand of 

the water, and possible toxic products of microbial decomposition. An 
I . . 

important consideration at a lake used prillnarily for recreation is the 

aesthetic problem of unsightly oil slicks. 

The first phase of. the project concerins the persistence of spilled oil 

and its distribution in the environment. S\lrface water and soil samples 

were taken at least weekly between August I and December of last year at 

several locations in the Dunham Bay area on the southeast shore of Lake 
I 

George. The Dunham Bay Inlet, which has a small net flow into Dunham 
, \ ' 

Bay, is a narrow channel lined with docks occupied primarily by small 

boats with outboard engines. From these lIamples it is anticipated that 
I . 

the variation in surface water and shore s~il oil concentrations with loca

tion and time can be determined. The method for sampling, extraction and 
. I. , 

measurement closely. follows the gas chronr"tographic method using carbon 

tetrachloride. 

These sampling stations are representative of both heavy and light 
, I 

motorboat traffic and should yield data fror:p. which reasonable conclusions 

regarding the relationship of such traffic with oil concentrations in the lake 

can be made. 

Mr. Thomas Kremer, a master's ca~didate at, Rensselaer, is condud-

ing this research under the supervision of Pr. Nicholas L. Clesceri. This 

work is partially supported by the New York State Science and Technology 
I 

Foundation and Rensselaer Polytechnic In~titute. 
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The Interaction of Outboard Motor Oil and Inorganic Sediments 

The purpose of this project was to determine by means of laboratory 

bench scale equipment, whether a portion of outboard motor oil discharged 

to the' surface of a body of water could become' de~osited in the sediment 

of that body of water. 

Tests were run using an SAE 30l'narine outboard oil in controlled 

amounts discharged to the surface of two liters of water with a small 

amount of inorganic soil substrate as sediment in the system. A small 

amount of turbulence was applied to the system so that a part of the sedi-

ment would corne into sUfpension' and a portion of the oil could be found 

at anyone moment somewhere below the surface of the water. This was 

to simulate the action of an outboard motorboat in a relatively shallow area. 

Former studies have shown that outboard motors discharged a sub-

stantial amount of oily materials with the engine exhaust. These former 

investigations showed that this oil discharge consisted of some partially 

oxidized fuel components but principally of lubricating oil. The results of 

this investigation showed that if the oil were discharged to a turbid re-

ceiving water under turbulent conditions, there could be enough interaction 

between soil and oil so that oil would be found in the sediment after a 

quiescent pe riod. 

The amount of oil in the granular sediments depends on the size of 

, , 
the soil particles in suspension, the amount of oil discharged, and the 

amount of turb\llent action upon the system. 

Soil particles of the size passing the U. S. Standard No. 140 sieve 
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but retained on the No. ZOO sieve appear tp be the most efficient in carry-

ing oil to the sediment. 

The amount of oil found in the clay vyas unpredictable. 'It appeared 

that approximately the same small amount :of oil was found in the clay re-

gardless of the environmental conditions imposed 'upon the system. Since 

Troy tap water was used. it is postulated that the amount of oil in the clay 

depends upon the alkalinity. the pH or s0Inre other parameter not measured 

during the experimentation. 

This work was conducted by Mr. Erif Hamilton who received his M. E. 

under the supervision of D~. William w. Sp.uster. Partial support for this 

project was from Rensselaer Polytechnic b).stitute. 

Microbial Decom osition Activi in Lake 

" 

As part of the Lake George modeling' effort. the role of microorgan-

isms 'in the decompollltion of natural produtts is being investigated. These 

investigations have as their objective the mathematical description of turn-

I 
over of natural products as a function of tlIose environmental 'parameters 

I 

significant to microbial growth in oligotrophic/mesotrophic lakes. 

The problems associated with the measurement of rates of decomposi-

tion of natural products by mixed microbial systems have been approached 

from two different directions. One is the i.nstantaneous estimate of maxi-

mum microbial growth rates by isotopic leucine incorporation in nutrient un-

limited media. The other is the estimate, of in situ growth rates utilizing 

the theory and methodology of continuous c1,1itivation. 
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The technique for leuCine. incorporation measurement .has been studied 

in detail. Consideration has been given to deviation from instantaneous re-

action velocities from growth and product inhibition, and competing organ-

isms, as well as abllorption and dilution effects. Field studies indicate the 

value of the method for maximum growth rate estimates and associated 

turnover calculations. 

It is expected that in situ growth rates can be determined by means 

of the application of steady state kinetics to the analysis of sediment and 

water column samples. Work is in progress to test this hypothesis. An 

\ 
apparatus for applying a variety of flow rates to constant volume reactors 

will be tested in the field this summe~. Since at steady state, the growth 

rate constant equals the dilution rate, one can theoretically determine the 

growth rate constant by analyzing the effect flow ,rate has on the numbers 

and physiological activity of the flora of a particUlar sediment or water 

sample. 

These studies can be applied to the analysis of the growth of indige-

nous flora at Lake George for the purpose of estimating rates of conver-

sion of natural products to the raw materials of primary production as well 

as to estimate the role of the microorganisms in food web sequences. 

Dr. Lenore S. Clesceri is responsible for this work which is support-

ed by Union Carbide Corporation - Nuclear Division (IBP). 

Chlorinated Hydrocarbon Pesticide Residues in Lake George Sediments 

An extensive forest spraying program in the late 1950's, coupled with 
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domestic use of DDT and other pesticides,' appears to have adverselyaf-
, 

£ected parts of the life systems in this lakle, particularly the salmonid fish 

species. This investigation is concerned *ith the assessment of a possible 

DDT reservoir in the lake sediments that may be having long-lasting effects 

on the aquatic life. 

From cores taken at the several est~blished sampling stations, pesti-

cide residues are being extracted and stanliardizedaccord.ing to the nuances 

involved in the methodology. The levels oif DDT and other chlorinated hy-

drocarbons are to be compared with varioJs factors in the lake by regres-

\ ' 

sion analysis to determine possible correlations. These factors include 

carbon content (organic matter) or the bott~m' deposits, which tends to 

range from twelve percent in the southernmost station, to lesser values pro-

gressing northward along the axis of the l~ke. Depth of water at each 

I • 

station and temperature of the water immediately overlying the sediments 

were measured when the cores were taken.' The dissolved oxygen levels 

in the lower hypolimnetic water at each station were determined during the 
, . 

summer minimum just before fall overturn ' and tended from thirty percent 

saturation, at the southernmost Station N.o., I, to ninety percent in the most 

northernly portion of the lake. 

The most important fac;tor affecting p:esticide distribution may have 

been the runoff areas contributing directly to each portion of the "lake, and 

the associated spraying levels for DDT, etL in each watershed. Smith 

Bay analyses in<iicate fairly high concentrahons perhaps due not only to 
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forest runoff, but also to dom.estic use and roadside drainage. The North-
, ' 1 

west Bay area also seem.s to have initially higher concentrations which 

rn.ight be correlated to the large watershed contributing to the drainage 

entering this portion of the lake. 

The results of this project m.ay help to explain the failure of th~ 

trout species to reproduce ,naturally in Lake George.. This is of particular 

interest since the large-m.outh bass has been IiIhown to be more susceptible 

to DDT, but its populations are healthy and show adequate reproduction 

during 1970. The data analysis is particularly im.portant in determining , 
the pesticide burden of the lake as it is concentrated in the sediments for 

return to the food chain during fall and spring tur~over. Since DDT has 

a long degradation period (10-50 years) this study will help to indicate a 

tim.etable for the recovery of the lake's ecological balance. 

,Mr. William. Eustance, a m.aster's candidate at Rensselaer, is con~ 

ducting this work under the supervision of Dr. Lenore Clesceri. This 

work is partially supported by the New York State Science and Technology 

Foundation and Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute. 

A Study of the Effects of Polychlorinated BiphenylS on Carbon Dioxide 
Fixation Capacity of Fresh Water Algae 

The experience that has resulted from the usage of chlorinated hydro-

carbon pesticides such as DDT has prompted a study of the toxicity of the 

structurally ,similar polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBIiI). Wurster has shown 

that DDT decreases the rate of C02 fixation in certain marine algae. In-
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vestigations at Rensselaer are extending this line of investigation to the 

chemically related PCBs and fresh water a[gae. In this work COZ fixa-

tion rates in the fresh water alga, Selenastrum capricornutum, are being 

estimated as a function of concentration of various PCBs. 

Since PCBs are used in a variety of products, they are widely dis-

persed in the environment. Consequently, itheir biological role must be 

assessed in maintaining environmental quality. 

This work is being conducted by ReciUa Koblintz, a master's candi-

date, under the supervision of Dr. Lenore S. Clesceri. Partial support 

I 
for this research is from Rensselaer Poly~echnic Institute. 

The Natural Contributions of Mercury to th'e Environment 

Shortly after nationally televised newlil coverage disclosed the fate of 

a New Mexico family stricken by acute methylmercury poisoning, the U. S. 

Department of Agriculture banned the use of fungicidal methylmercury prod-

ucts. As a result of these two events, the American public became cogni-

zant of potential hazards posed by mercury contamination in our environment. 

However, it was not until the Food and Drug Administration ordered removal 

of tuna and swordfish from store shelves that the full gravity of. the 8itua-

tion was comprehended. 

But then avid outcries by affected. fishermen were heard above the 

warnings given by U. S. Department of Helilth, Education and Welfare (HEW) 

officials. These business ·concerns were a1rmed with a seemingly convincing 

argument which simply pointed out that tuna and swordfish are caught in 
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areas remote from industria1pollution sourceS. Therefore, the standards 

set by the department (.5ppm' for food and 5ppb for water) were totally 

unreasonable and, in fact".' ludicrous. This rebuttal convinced many that 

the government was in error. Nevertheless, the DREW's position was' ir-

revocable. The fact remained that 90-1000/0 of the total mercury content 

was in the form of highly toxic methylmercury. 

Generally speaking, organic varieties of the, element are considered 

mOl'e toxic. than inorganic forms. Specifically, how~ver, methylmercury 

poses a far greater threat to public health than the othe·rs. Concern over 

\ 
methylmercury is warranted for several reasons: 

1. it causes irreversible brain damage 

Z. it is "radiometric" 

3. inorganic forms can be converted to it by either methanogenic bacteria 
or biochemical re.adionsinsediments 

The term "radiometric" is used here to describe compounds whose 

disruptive effects on cells closely resemble those produced by radiation. 

Methylmercury is supposedly the strongest '''radiometric'' compound known 

and is genetically destructive even in small' concentrations. Thus, while 

the effects of long term exposure of humans to low levels of methylmercury 

are unknown, it seems that until results of studies made on humans are 

available, the DREW standards are' reasonable. 

The problem of mercury in our ,waterways has provided a very com-

plex situation. . Insofar as the discovery of large quantities' of mercury in 

tuna and swordfish· came as a .surprise,. likewise many local people were 
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astonished at the finding of levels highex- than DHEW standards in Lake 

George fish. Previously, 'high levels of the' element in freshwater fish 

have been associated either with' industrially discharged or agriculturally 

utilized mercurials. The absence of industry and the minimal usage of 

agriCultural fungicides containing mercury in the lake drainage basin poses 

a particularly perplexing' problem. Just' where does the mercury come 

from? The answer need not be simple,', and, in fact, may come 'in the 

form of a complex "everywhere" inwhidh no one major source may be 

singled out. However, it appears likely'that from the evidence cited above 
\ 

and the fact that the Adirondack region as a whole is highly mineralized, 

the source is mainly natural. An extremely fitting quelltion at this point 

would be to ask, "What is the natural cc:>ntribution of mercury to the envi-

ronment?" In lieu of the cumulative eff~cts of prolonged exposure to mer-

cury compounds, it, would seem that the answer to this question is urgently 

needed. Therefore, it has been incorpo:l:ated as the main theme of a re-

search proposal' by LGWRC. 

The proposal suggests that older niore accepted analytical techniques 

be utilized to produce data in a short pelriod of time. The method chosen 

for analysis, has been atomic absorption. This method does not, however, 

distinguish between organic and inorganid mercury. There are currently 

no known methods capable of quantitative~y separating organic from inorgan; 

mercury in concentrations which are expbcted at Lake George for air or 

water (less than I ppb) and the only distinction possi.ble is between particu-
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late and dissolv!~d. 

Because of the int/.'insic nature of. rr).ercury and its compounds, they 

are found at much higher concentr.ations in sediments where· conversion 

of .inorgallic to orgal).ic varieUes presurna\:>ly occurs. . bl fact, the analysis 

of sediments and strearn b~d samples ha, often 'led geo-chemical prospec-

tors to mineral deposits where. concentrat~o~s.of the elemen.t occur. It 

is fortunate that in addition to !Jtandardatomic absorption there are also 

a few methods based on chrornatographic proc,edures which allow quantita-

tive and serni-quantitative determination oJ 1'llethylmercury in these media, 

\ 
An interesting project stenuning from the proposal is a study of one 

small stream in the watershed. Sediment samples are being extracted 

from various spots in the stream bed in an attempt at finding anornolous 

mercury concentrations and then correlat~ng these with the content of local-

ly occurring min.eralogical species or soil samples, bladdition, a few 

cores taken at the mouth or in stagnated areas nearby will be checked for 

methylmercury content. Choice of the stream. has dep'endedupon results 

from preliminary sampling, and, also, location .. 

It is hoped that the study will point. out any anomolous. human or geo-

logic sources of the element as well as the presence or absence of metha-

nogenic and biochemical methylation processes in stream bed sediments. 

Ultimately it would answer the questiol).: '''What are the sources, of mercury 

in a stream of the Lake .George. watershed? " 

Mr. Richard Heiden, a master's candidate. at Rensselaer, is doing 
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this re,searchunder the sl1pervision of Dri Donald B. Aulenbach. Partial 

i 

support for this work carne from the New York State Science and Technol-

ogy Foundation. 

Metal Ion Complexing in Lake , Waters 

It is the objective of this study to eJl:amine the influence of complex 

formatiOn betWeen metal ions and complexing agents present in lake water. 

Particular interest lies in water-sediment 'exchange, and in the distribution 

of metal ions in the water between inert (~trongly complexed) and labile 

forms. Metals of cruef cCfncern in this s*dy are lead, cadmium, mercury, 

zinc, iron, cobalt and manganese. Work to date has involved some analy-

ses of water and sediments, but primarily. has been concerned with develop-

ing techniques for distinguishing different ¢omplexed forms of a metal ion. 

The technique to be utilized is anodic stripping voltammetry. Plans are to 

investigate model sy'stems of known compl~xing behavior which will serve 

as patterns for understanding the behavior I of more complicated natural sys-

, tems. 

The significance of this study relatefl to th", availability of metal ions 

for biological or other processes in which, they ar,e involved, since it is 

probable that ,the chemical and biological ""ctivity of a metal ion is dependent 

upon whether, or not it is complexed, and )dnetic and equilibrium properties 

in the complex forming, system. 

Dr. Ronald Bailey is conducting this research under the partial spon-

sorship of the Water Quality Office - Environmental Protection Agency. 
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Compa)'"ison' of Thin Film Evapo)'"ation and Freeze'-DJ,"ying Methods of Con- ' 
centJ,"ation of OJ,"ganics in WateJ," 

This study examined' the use of two' contJ,"asting pJ,"oceduJ,"es to concen-

tJ,"ate organic matteJ," pJ,"esent in natUJ,"al waters. The rotaJ,"y thin film evap-

oJ,"ation pJ,"oceduJ,"e used by many investigators wa,s, evaluated and corhpared 

with a little used' pJ,"ocedure; fJ,"eeze-dJ,"ying. 

The oJ,"ganics pJ,"esent in natural waters lue generally' in such very 

low concentJ,"ations that theirdiJ,"ect identification is often not possible with 

the analytical ,techniques cUJ,"J,"ently available. In most cases, it is essen-

tial to concentJ,"ate them t'la level where these can be detected. FJ,"eeze-

dJ,"ying is genenlly consideJ,"ed to be a betteJ," method of concentJ,"ation than 

thin film evapoJ,"ation because the concentration is caJ,"ded out at much lower 

temperatures. This has, howeveJ,", neveJ," beenpJ,"oven expeJ,"imentally. This 

study attempted toresol ve this point. 

WateJ," samples fJ,"om Lake George arid Saratoga Lake have been con-

centnted by the' above me,thods. Gel permeation chromatogJ,"aphy has been 

used to fJ,"actionate the organic compounds, present in the concentrates, ac-

cording to their molecular weights (sizes). The chromatograms pJ,"oduced 

by each of theconcentJ,"ation pJ,"ocedures hllVe been evaluated in the light of 

possible polymerization OJ," hydrolysi$ readtions occurring in each procedure. 

Recovery of organic matter in the two 'methods has also been compared. 

Similar studies have also been made on raw sewage effluent from the Clif-

ton Knolls Sewage Treatment Plant. 

The results show that organic caJ,"bon recovery in fJ,"eeze-drying is less 
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than that obtained with thin film evaporation. Recovery in freeze-drying 

for sewage samples was relatively better than in lake water samples. 

Polymerization or hydrolysis of the compounds was not observed in either 

concentration method. Similarity of the two chromatograms for. the two 

concentrates of the same sample suggests that the lesser recovery in the 

freeze-drying is not due to any selective removal of a particular com-

pound (or compounds) while concentrating. I Thin film evaporation requires 

approximately three times as much time as freeze-drying for concentrating 

the same amount of a sample. 
\ 

Both methods have strengths and weaknesses but thin film evaporation 

would be better for concentrating natural wllters because of higher organic 

recovery and freeze-dryil;lg would be better for concentrating sewage sam-

pIes since there is a lesser chance of degradation at lower temperatures. 

This work was conducted by Mr. Inde~ Jit Kumar who is currently 

pursuing a doctoral degree at Rensselaer UJilder the supervision of Dr. 

Nicholas L. Clesceri. Partial sUPJlort for this investigation was from the 

Water Quality Office - Environmental Protebtion Agency. 

Physical-Chemical Treatment of Septic Tank Effluent 

The specific aim of this project is th~ determination of a means for 

treating effluent from septic tanks prior to its release into the soil. 

It is felt that septic tank treatment wilth discharge into the soil is not 

a satisfactory treatment process when used within the Lake George drainage 
. I 

. basin. The effluent from septic tanks, whi(:h normally discharges directly 
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into soil bordering the .lake (within 500 yards), quickly passes through the 

soil where it strikes bedrock and washes, via the groundwater, into the 

lake. This source furnishes the plants in the lake with a supply of nutri-

ents (e. g., nitrogen and phosphorus). 

These reasons, combined with the fact that Lake George is still of 

exceptional quality, indicated that wastewater treatment of a very high de-

gree is required. This treatment must provide excellent removal of the 

major pollutants found in all wastewater (sullpended solids, phosphorus, 

nitrogen and biochemical oxygen demand). The only treatment scheme ca-

I 
pable of providing this bigh degree of treatment is a physical-chemical 

process employing. coagulation, sedimentation and carbon adsorption. With 

these processes in .mind, ,the task ofdete,rmining the design criteria was 

undertaken in the lab. Jar tests are being run to determine the most ef-

fective ,coagulating !,hemical and the dosage for optimum removal of suspend-

ed solids, phosphorus and I:>iochemical oxygen demand. Preliminary result! 

have shown. ferric chloride to be very effective in removing solids and phos-

phorus from a septic tank effluent. Removals of 95-99% were realized for 

both these pollutants employing a three minute rapid mix, fifteen minute 

flocculat.ion and thirty minute settling time. 

Incorporated in this study will be a complete characterization of sep-

tic tank effluent including BOD, COD, total solids, suspended solids, total 

phosphorus, ortho-phosphorus, total nitrogen, ammonia nitrogen, alkalinity 

and pH. Data generated from this investigation is being applied toward the 
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development of such a treatment process jn a small ,resort community on 

Lake George. 

This work was conducted by Mr. R9bert Barshied, a master's candi-

date at Rensselaer, under the supervision of Dr. Nicholas L. Clesceri. 

Partial support for this investigation camEl from The Goldschmidt Foundation 

and the New York State Science and TechQology Foundation. 

Physical-Chemical Treatment of 
I 

Wastewattr from a Resort Community, 
Huletts Landing (Lake George) 

A study has been undertaken at Huletts Landing (Lake George), which 

involves the investigation of a treatment system potentially capable of per-

forming the degree of treatment required for Lake George to maintain its 

A-A special rating (A quality of water to be used for drinking purposes 

and that no person or corporation shall cause or permit the fall, flow or 

discharge into Lake. George or any of its ~ributaries of any sewage matter, 

or other foul, noxious or deleterious, sOlip or liquid matter or effluent 

from any sewage disposal plant, o,r any m!'-tter that may be declared such 

by the Board of Health of any municipality, adjacent to such lake where such 

fall, flow or discharge shall occur.). 

The objective of this study is to devE/lop a practical physical-chemical 

'treatment process and facility for the treatment of wastewater in small i80-

lated recreation communities. Wastewateri treatment in this type of com-

munity is usually built around the septic t~nk-soi1 ,adsorption process where 

settled anaerobically treated wastewater is permitted to percolate into the 
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groundwater. A degree of treatment is known to be affected by the soil 

system, but much of the treatment is dependent upon dilution of the waste 

stream by the groundwater flow. In highly l10pulated areas, many septic 

systems discharge into inadequately-sized adsorption fields thus overloading 

both the soil for its treatment capacity and the groundwater flow for its 

dilution capacity. The pr~blem is compounded in glacial lake areas where 

rock formations are overlain by only a shallow layer of top soil. In this 

case the septic discharge finds its way more rapidly into the major ground-

water course by rapid travel along the soil-rock interface. 

Prevention of these eonc\itions must begin at the first steps of the 

treatment process. Biological-' processes cannot provide adequate treatment 

within the conditions found in the recreation communities; thus, physical-

chemical treatment processes appear to have potential for upgrading the 

treatment of sewage. 

The unit, processes being studied include coagulation, sedimentation, 

activated carbon adsorption and sand filtration. Specifically. removal of 

phosphorous and solids will be carried out by coagulation with ferric chlo-

ride and high' rate sedimentation with the tube settler technique. The c1ari-

fied effluent will be applied to fluidized activated carbon beds for soluble 

organics and color removal and then on to a pressure sand filter for re-

moval of any residual solids. 

Throughout the operation of the treatment system, samples will be 

taken periodically to determine removal of biochemical oxygen demand; 
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chemical oxygen demand, and species of !phosphorus, nitrogen and car-

bon. 

An additional study will be conducted to determine the efficiency of 

the physical-chemical process relative to ,the septic tank-soil adsorption 

system. This study will include two pha,es. The first will be a ground

water study to determine the effect of the, discharge of the two types of 

effluent (septic tank and physical-chemicaH on the groundwater quality and 

what nuh'ients may be expected to ultimatrly find their way into the lake. 

The second phase will involve studying the capacity of each effluent stream 
, 

for algal stimulation (PAAP-1969 J. 

ing, 

The overall study is expected to de$onstrate the economic, engineer-

and social feasibility of application of advanced waste treatment tech
I 

niques to wastewater streams generated in resort communities. 
" 

This investigation is being conductedl by Mr. G. Anders Carlson who 

is currently pursuing a doctoral degree at Rensselaer under the direction 

of Dr. Nicholas L. Clesceri. This work ,is being partially supported by 

The Goldschmidt Foundation. 

A Model for Population-Recreational Quali~y Interactions of a Freshwater; 
§.ili. 

This model initiates a study into the relatively unexplored territory 
I 

of recreational models. It is devised to ~rovide understanding into the 

structure of the population-site quality rel~tionship, of a freshwater recre
I 

ational site. As a prototype model, it is ,not intended to be a replica of 
I 
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the real enviromnent, but only to offer a number of reasonable hypotheses 

and point the way toward future research in the emerging field of environ-

.mental systems modeling. The model is an outgrowth of a class project 

in "Probabilistic Models of Enviromnental Systems" during the Spring of 

1971 . at Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute. It is progranuned for operation 

on the IBM 360/50 Conversatio;"al Programming System (CPS). 

Recreational demand for a group of potential recreationists is a func-

tion of many factors. Three basic factors may be identified as: (i) the 

number of potential recreationists and their characteristics; (ii) the charac-

teristics of the site, and; (iii) accessibility of the site to recreationists. 

Population characteristics of the pool of potential recreationists may be 

distinguished by growth, income level, age, sex, cultural background, lei-

sure time, etc. Site characteristics may be divided into natural and d·evel-

oped· characteristics •. Examples of natural characteristics are climate, , 

scenery, terrain, unusual biota and unique historical or cultural heritage. 

Developmental characteristics are types and capacity of recreational activi-

ties, such as swimming, fishing, boating, skiing, sight-seeing, etc.; and 

maintenance standards and quality of the facilities for these activities in 

terms of noise, pollution levels, crowding, etc. and finally, the relative 

competitive pOSition of the site vis-a-vis other nearby recreational sites. 

A number of similar activities offered by a nearby site may result in a 

reduction in the number of recreationists visiting the site under considera-

tion. A nearby site may offer complementary activities which in turn may 
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increase potential visits to the site. Acrcc,ssibility of the site may be 

measured in terms of travel time, travel cost, attractiveness of the road, 

and entrance fees to the site. 

The site under investigation contains !a single freshwater resource 

with scenic surroundings located outside a number of major population 

centers. The following two questions are posed. Given the present natural 

characteristics of the site and accessibility to potential recreationists, what 

happens to its quality in response to unregulated population pressure for 

its use from surrounding centers of population growth? If the sites I devel-

opmental quality characteristics such as cr~wding and lake pollution levels 

deteriorate due to increased recreationists, I how will future demand for its 

use as a recreational resource be affected? It is postulated that if these 

natural forces are left unconstrained, increased site use will result in de-

creased site quality . .whichin turn should de¢rease future demand for the 

site. The resultant release of population pressure on the lake should re-
, 

suit in a recovery of its recreational qualitiles (assuming no irreversible 

damages) and a new triggering of demand forr its use. Such cyclic interac-

tions between site quality and population rec~eational demands are illustrated 

by the feedback system shown in Figure 9. 

A dynamic computer model has been devised to simulate these inter-

actions. The model has two main sections, a hydrology-pollution section 

and a population forecasting section. The hydrology-pollution model trans-

lates the total population load on the watershed of the site into pollutant 
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concentrations in the lake. The pOpu1i'\tion forecasting model translates 

past quality of the lake in terms of crowding and pollution levels into new 

demands for recreationists (transient population), and recreation industry 
, 

in terms of residential population at the si*e. The cyde, of the model is 

yearly although monthly information is alsol available. Exogeneous inputs 

to the model are the initial hydrology-polluition status, initial population 

and randomly generated yearly weather datt. 

I 

The hydrology-pollution model is comprised of four submodels (see 

I 

Figure 10). The weather model provides rhonthly data on temperature and 

precipitation. The snow pack model provides snow accumulation and melt 

information. The hydrology model provide. stream runoff data and lake 

level. The pollution model predicts natural and man-made pollutant inputs 

to the lake and resulting pollution concentr<).tions. The population forecast-

ing model generates ,monthly transient and :residential population of tne site. 
, I 

Tnese forecasts are a result of residentia,llgrowth at each zone of origin of 
I 

potential recreationists and the levEll of the, recreational industry at the site. 

Recreational demand is temporarily modifie,d by the level of crowding and 
I 

perceived pollution quality of the lake. The total site population is spatially 

distributed between village a~d rural locatiQns as each exhibits different 

waste treatment and assimilation characteri1stics. 

, 

The Lake George drainage basin was selected as a test case due to 

the availability of preliminary data from LCliwRC. Not enough data are cur-

rently available, however, to adequately calibrate the model. Thus, the 
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resultant population-site quality dynamics presented are only illustrative. 

It is expected that future research will enable this model to be further de

veloped and calibrated since Lake George is one of the study sites of the 

International Biological Program (IBP). 

Phospr~rous was selected as the can<iidate to represent the pollution 

quality of the lake although several' pollutants could be included in the fu

ture. A phosphorous balance equation was! used to update the quantity of 

phosphorous in the lake for each month. the amount of phosphorous in 

the lake at the start of a given month is related to the amount in the lake 

at the start of the last month plus the amount added by rainfall. runoff and 

human wastes less the net amount trapped :in sediments and that lost in the 

outflow. It was assumed that additions per capita from the village popula

tion were one-third that of the rural population due to advanced sewage 

treatment facilities in the villages. At Lake George the level of the lake 

must be controlled by an outflow release p$licy to within one and one-half 

feet of 319 feet above sea level. Hence. the pollution concentration in the 

lake is seasonal. usually peaking in August after the spring rains. snow 

melt and accwnulations of recreationists dUiring the summer months. 

As the model is to be iteratively updated on a yearly basis, August 

was selected to represent this transition poi.nt. It is during this month that 

peak pollution concentrations and site crowding occur and was thus selected 

to represent the lake quality upon which future recreationists made their 

decisions as to return to the lake. Figure 11 shows the relationship be-
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tween last year's pollution concentration a~lcl the probability (if an individual 

returning to the site. A similar function is postulated for the crowding 

factor. Additionally, the growth of outllid" centers of population were 

computed to project potential recreationists. 

The table below .indicates the zones of origin of recreationists, their 

1970 population, annual growth rates, and average daily number present 

at the lake during the peak month. The ·l(ication of origin zones are shown 
I. 

in Figure 12 with zone 1 representing the Lake George Site. 

Population Growth nate Average Daily 
Origin (Thousand) (%) Tourists (Thousand) 

1 6.0 2. 1 ------
2 102.1 . 9 .195 
3 121. 7 .316 .181 
4 599.1 .54 11.211 
5 363.0 2. 12 1. 966 
6 5,185.0 1. 15 7.094 
7 883.0 1. 88 1. 744 
8 3,973.0 l. 60, 2.691 
9 5,444.0 .70 3.736 

10 7,276.0 1. 80 4.970 
11 6,233.0 1. 90 4.209 
12 203,000.0 1. 30 0.001 

The monthly tourist population distriQution is shown in Figure 13. 

These figures have been normalized about ~e peak month of August. A 

support factor of . 136 was used to compute future site residential popula-

tion and migration fluctuations. The support factor is the number of resi-

dents required to support one recreationist. 

Two experimental runs were conducted to illustrate the dynamic ef-

feet of site population-quality interactions as well as continued population 
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FIGURE 12 
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pressures for recreation. The initial test run covered a twelve year hori-

zon and is shown in Figure 14-A. Total population at the site and pollu-

tion levels are plotted, for the peak month. The oscillations are due to 
", ,,, ,', . 

the information and decision process of potential recreationists to return 

to the site. The two year recovery cycle is a result of the lag parame-

ters and was compressed for the run to show long term effects. The 

system ia unstable due to the steep slope selected in the pollution concen-

tration quality curv.e previously discussed. However. when this slope was 

reduced the resultant performance of the system is shown in Figure '14-B. 

Here, the oscillations are suppressed but constant outside population pres-

sure caused the site population and quality .. to continuously grow. This 

growth. however, is due to the assumption that a certain percentage of the 

potential recreationists would return to the lake regardless of its quality. 

Moreover, such groVifth would normally be controlled by other factors such 

as transportation capacity., recreational facility capacity and governmental 

regulations such as zoning, fees. c:'tc. 

The two results given illustrate the usefulness of programming the 

model in CPS which allows the operator to see the immediate effect of any 

changes of the model parameters.' This ability of man-machine interaction 

allows for extension of the model into that of an eXPElrimental game. Ex-

perimental gaming is very useful for the education of students or officials 

responsible for the site decisions. Some additional extensions to the pres-

ent model may be: 
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FIGURE 14-A 
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1. include lake quality standards and m.ore than .one p.ollutant 

2. vary accessibility thr.ough changing transp.ortati.on facilities .or intr.o
ducti.on .01 entrance fees 

. 3. dis aggregate p.opulati.on fr.om each .orlgm z.one int.o s.oci.oec.on.omic 
gr.oups with different recreati.onal demand characteristics 

4. disaggregate recreati.onal activities with different attractiveness charac
teristics t.o different s.oci.oec.on.omic gr.oups 

5. include rec:;reati.onal industry facility investment t.o reflect expansi.on 
and c.ontracti.on 

6. spatial distributi.on .of recreati.onal activities and land use. 

Finally, a multisite -. multi.origin m.odel may be c.onstructed t.o reflect the 

decisi.on pr.ocess .of p.otential recreati.onists t.o changes in c.ompetitive site 

qualities and their accessibility. 

Dr. Helr.nan 'Stern and, graduate stu!ient J.ohn Weyant are resp.onsible 

f.or this study. Their w.ork was Pflrtially supp.orted by the New Y.ork State 

Science and Techn.ol.ogy F.oundati.on and Rensselaer P.olytechnic Institute. 
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PERSONNEL 

As is evident in the previous section, an intensive study of numer-

I 

ous areas of environmental significance hall begun. These programs are 

directed at and dedicated to the investigati.;>n and control of increased bio-

I 

logical, chemical and social problems assQciated with overfertilization of 

water routes via man's waste discharges. Since the inception of LGWRC, 

there has been an increase in the number of active Rensselaer partici-

pants associated with this project from ten to forty individuals. A brief 

profile of the principal perllonnel responsi~le for the activities at the center 

is presented !;lelow. 

I 

Nicholas·L. Clesceri, Ph. D.' - is an Asso~iate Professor of Environmental 

Engineering at Rensselaer. He is the Director of LGWRC and his 

fields of interest are water resources with particular emphasis on the 

, 

effects of waste discharges on receiving bodies of water and ecosys-

tems analysis. 

David A. Aikens, Ph. D. -' is Professor of Chemistry at Rensselaer whose 

major fields of interest include trace analysis of organic and inorganic 

materials. 

Elmar R. Altwicker, Ph. D. - is an Associate Professor of Bio-Environ-

mental Engineering at Rensselaer. Hi.s major fields of int erest are 

atmospheric pollution and chemistry. 

I 

Michael Asbury - is a laboratory technician at LGWRC. 
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Donald B. Aulenbach, Ph. D. - is an Associate Professor and CurriCulum 

Chairman of Environmental Engineering at Rensselaer. His major 

fields of interest are chemical limnology, water resources and radio

logical health. 

Ronald A. Bailey, Ph.D, - is an Associate Professor of Chemistry at 

Rensselaer whose interests include metal, ion complexing in natural 

water 'systems and preparation and structural characterization of 

inorganic coordination complexes. 

Warren Batchelder - is the Physical Facilities Superintendent at LGWRC. 

Marvin Clark - is a Research Associate at Rensselaer whose area of spe

cialization is instructional television. He is currently the Business 

Manager for LGWRC. 

Lenore S. Clesceri, Ph. D. - is an Assistant Professor of Biology at 

Rensselaer whose major fields of interest are kinetics of microbial 

growth and microbial ecology. 

Sergei Dobrovolsky, Ph. D. - is }'>rofessor of Economics at Rensselaer 

whose major fields of inte,rest are economics of corporation finance, 

monetary focal theory and policy. 

Henry L. Ehrlich, Ph. D. - is Professor of Biology at Renss,elaer whose 

major fields of interest include geomicrobiology and microbial physi

ology. 

Hassan M. 'EI-Baroudi, Ph. D. - is an Associate Professor of Bio-Environ

mental Engineering at Rensselaer whose major interests are solid 
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waste engineering and wastewater i treatment. 

James J. Ferris, Ph. D. - is a Reseallch Assistant in Bio-Environmental 

Engineering at Rensselaer whose ~nterests include microbial - micro 

bial interrelationships in natural ,ystems and viral-host responses. 

Gerald M. Friedman, Ph. D. - is Prof<ilssor of Geology .at Rensselaer who 

major interests include sedimentology, sedimentary prophecies and 

sedimentary mineralogy and petrology. 

Gus Gustitus - is a laboratory technicili-n at LGWRC. 

Edwin J. Holstein, Ph. D. - is Professpr and Chairman of Economics at 

Rensselaer. He is ,primarily interested in the economics of Ameri-

can industry and the history of eqonomic thought. 

Shigeru Kobayashi - is a Research Ass~stant in Bio-Environmental Engi-

neering at' Rensselaer and has as a primary interest the field of 

chemical limnology, inclusive of water pollution effects on the envi-

ronment. He expects .to complete his Ph. D. in 1971. 

Richard A. Park, Ph. D.- i8 an Assooiate Professor of Paleoecology at , , 

Rensselaer whose major interests are descriptive and simulation 

modeling of complex ecologic and paleoecologic systems. He is 

Associate Director of LGWRC. 

Manfred' Schoettle, Ph. D. - is a Resea~ch Assistant in Bio-Environmental 

Engineering at Rensselaer whose ~nterests include sedimentology,. 

sedimentary prophecies and sediIllentary minerology and petrology. 

William W. Shuster, Ph. D. - is Profeillsor and Chairman of the Bio-Envi· 
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ronmental Engineering Division at Rensselaer. 'His fields of interest 

. include studies on the' effects of oil pollutants from two-cycle out

board engine exhausts and the identification of organics in lake waters. 

Euan F. C. Somers'cales, Ph. D. '- is an AssoCiate Professor of Mechani

cal Engineering at Rensselaer whos.e interests are fluid mechanics, 

heat transfer ,and thermodynamics. 

Helman I. Stern, Ph. D. - is an Assistant Professor of Systems Engineering 

at Rensselaer whose interests include the application of operations 

research and modeling 'techniques to environmelltal systems. 

William A. Wallace, Ph. D. - is an Associate Professor of Management at 

Rensselaer. His major field~ of interest include the application of 

quantitative techniques to the solution of urban-environmental problems 

John W. Wilkinson, Ph. D; - is Professor and Chairman of Operations Re

search and Statistics' at Rensselaer. His main fields of interest 

include mathematical model building. regression analysis and experi

ment planning as applied to environmental pr<;>blems. 

Alexej Wynnyczuk,', Ph. D. - is Professor of Economics at Rensselaer whose 

interests include the treatment of external effects (pollution. etc.) 

within economic theory. 

In addition to the several above listed individuals. U!:ere are more 

than 20 graduate students pursuing advanced degrees in this area of spe

cialized study. Reference to these individuals can. be found at the end of 

each of the preceding research topic sections. 
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Faculty representing nine .curricula~ area!, include Bio-Environmental 

Engineering (8). Biology (2), Chemistry (~). Economics (3). Geology (2). 

Management (1). Mechanical Engineering (1). Operations Research (1). and 

I 

Systems (1). It is interesting to note that a geologist is Associate Director 

of LGWRC. The entire project has developed into a coordinated multidisci

plinary systems-ori~nted effort due to the a.bove heterogeneous group of 

I 

Rensselaer research engineers .and scientists. 

These individuals are striving to more fully examine and comprehend 

I 

the complex interactions occurring in and around an aquatic environment. 

One of their principal objectives has been the construction of the previously 

I 

described mathematical models some of which are presently being tested 

I 

for subsequent use in predicting the impact of man'.s activities on the water 

environment. 

As a result of the research activities on Lake George, numerous com-

I 

munications have emerged describing the work occurring at the center. In-

dividual talks at technical conferences. before service clubs and laymen's 

organizations, scientific publications in technical-oriented journals and the 

appearance of the Lake George water Research Center Quarterly Newsletter 

have all occurred during the past few years. Favorable recognition of the 

research activities at the ce,nter has generally been the case throughout the 

country. The concept of modeling which will ultimately be adapted to fit 

the conditions peculiar to any body of standing or .running water based on 

the technical data generated from Lake GEI>orge has received a wide variety 

of interest and repeated acceptance. 
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FACILITIES -FIELDAND LABORATORY 

LGWRC is located approximately 10 miles south of Ticonderoga on 

the eastern shore of Lake Georg,e at Smith Bay. It is presently equipped 

with laboratory and living facilities to conduct laboratory preparations and 

analyses of water samples. Docking facilities and numerous boats are 

available. For example, one 26 foot life boat is equipped with a hose 

which will reach to the lake's bottom and a pump system bringing water 

from any depth to the lake's surface for sample collection. This system 

is connected to a single ion-electrode system for continuous monitoring 

of various water quality parameters. Samples, for subsequent laboratory 

analysis, can be collected using certain field equipment such as sampling 

pumps, plankton nets, bottom coring devices, etc. Investigations into the 

nature and composition of these collected samples can be done using the 

specialized instrumentation available at, the laboratory facility. This equip

ment includes an atomic, absorption spectrophotometer, an infrared spectro

photometer, a liquid scintillation counter, a gas chromatograph, a carbon 

analyzer, a UV-visible spectrophotometer in addition to many other instru

ments for performing intricate analyses of this type. 
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"This, of course, is at l>resent pure 
conjecture, but necessitY' has always 
been the mother of inve~tion I " 

Arthqr A. Burr, Dean 
SchoOl of Engineering 
Rens$elaer Polytechnic Institute 

The -'fl.eneselaer Review 
Vol. 7, No.2. June 1970 
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EXPECTED SIGNIFICANCE AND EXPANSION 

The processes whereby pollutional discharges cause alterations in a 

"clean" body of water transforming it into "polluted" water require exten-

sive scientific description. Man has succeeded in contaminating countless 

numbers of lakes and streams, thus rendering them useless as sources of , . 

drinking and recreational water. The basic technological knowledge necee-

sary to comprehensively understand these problems, in order to allow cor-

rective measures to be taken, has not been developed. This data is ur-

gently needed in order to enable state agencies and technical communities 

to achieve 'their objectives regarding environmental pollution control. 

The overall concern for these problems has been demonstrated 

through governmental leadership, scientific foundations and many citizens 

with the establishment of several environmental agencies directed toward 

solving these problems. Sharing their concern, Rensselaer embarked on a 

major study of environmental pollution control and management with the 

establishment of LGWRC in 1967. 

Pollution has strong social overtones, for the quality of life can be 

drastically affected by it. From a sociological aspect, environmental pol-

lution extends beyond the sole question of water pollution, the use of the 

nation's water resources and the resultant unavailability of freshwater. 

It touches on other questions involving the quality of life in the vicinity of 

freshwater bodies, the air purity, visual pollution, noise pollution and 

problems imposed by the enactment of restrictive legislation. These areas 
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also require further study and unperstandiJng. 

Environmental quality has a strong ~olitical backlash. The continued 

, 

existence of the American form of governlnent may be influenc:ed by politi-

cal reaction to the current environmental crisis. Further, the reaction of 

the public at large to the legal restrictions that must be enacted to pre-

serve a quality environment must be considered, not only from the possible 

impact of direct voters' reaction to candiJates, but from the aspect of un-

covering the best methods of gaining public acceptance to necessary restric-

tions. These areas also deserve further ,attention and investigation. 

The problem of freshwater pollution is of such magnitude that the 

study leading to its subsequent abatement :and control requires facilities 

and manpower resources approaching the proportions of oceanographic en-

deavors exemplified by numerous marine research centers such as the 

Woods Hole Oceanog.raphic Institute. The potential impact which the 

LGWRC studies will have toward preserving man's freshwater resources 

parallels those investigations regarding marine research. 

As has been suggested throughout this report, the need for scientific 

and technical data and its analysis has arisen in environmental disciplines 

in order that the technological objectives of this research endeavor con-

tinue to be met. The employment of additional expert personnel and the 

construction of more refined and even better equipped on site laboratory 

and field facilities will further catalyze the development of LGWRC and 

allow a more rapid expression of new ecological theories to aid in preserv-
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ing water quality and other natural resources. The consequences of any

thing less than a total solution to the scientific, technical. social and 

political problems as discussed within this document are self-evident. In 

the final analysiS the treatment of these problems with their many facets 

may tletermine whether this land will be habitable for our future genera

tions. These problems must clearly be attacked with all available resource 

in order to prevent anything of catastrophic significance from . occurring and 

recognizable only by dreadful hindsight. 
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